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The year in brief
The demand for Holmen’s products rose in 2004. 
Despite higher deliveries, the result declined 
owing to continued pressure on prices, negative 
currency effects and cost increases.

Production and delivery records were noted for 
paper and paperboard. The increase was some  
5 % on the previous year.

The new newsprint machine project at Holmen 
Paper Madrid was launched. The machine is 
expected to be ready for operation at the  
beginning of 2006.

Investments aimed at improving quality were 
made at Iggesund Paperboard’s mills in Iggesund 
and Workington.

Holmen Paper Hallsta launched a cost-cutting 
programme with the object of reducing costs by 
MSEK 50 per year.

Holmen is applying IFRS (International Financial 
Reporting Standards) in its consolidated accounts 
as of 1 January 2005. 

The “Holmen and its World 2004” report is a com-
plement to this annual report and mainly describes 
Holmen’s approach to personnel and environmen-
tal issues.

Summary 2004  2003

Net turnover, MSEK 15,653  15,816

Operating profit, MSEK 1,860  2,338
Profit after financial items, MSEK 1,654  2,126
Profit for the year, MSEK 1,211  1,451

Earnings per share (after dilution), SEK 14.4  17.5

Dividend, SEK 10 * 10
Extra dividend, SEK –  30

Return on capital employed, % 9.8  12.3
Return on equity, % 8.4  9.7

Debt/equity ratio     0.36  0.22

Capital expenditure, MSEK          1,291  755

Average number of  employees 4,897  4,927
* Proposal of  the Board
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The symbolic foundation stone for the new paper machine in Spain 
is being prepared here. Centre: Esperanza Aguirre, President of  
the federal state of  Madrid, and to her right Magnus Hall, Holmen’s 
President and CEO, and Fredrik Lundberg, Holmen’s Chairman. Far  
right Lars Grundberg, Sweden’s ambassador to Spain.
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Comments by the CEO
y first year as CEO was an exciting one. Holmen 
is a strong company and with my background 

in printing paper it has been especially interesting to 
learn about other areas of the company and their sound 
development potential. My most important task is to 
challenge the organisation so that we make the most of this 
potential in the future.
 Holmen’s strategy of maintaining a balance between 
two large business areas and secure supplies of raw mate-
rials from our own sources provides a sound environment 
for stable profitability. Unfortunately, 2004 was a poorer 
year than foreseen. Hopes of an increase in the price of 
newsprint were dashed. Instead the price fell slightly. On 
top of this, we had to add the negative effects of a weaker 
US dollar, which affected the operating result at both  
Holmen Paper and Iggesund Paperboard. Higher energy 
prices for Holmen, mainly for electricity when long-term 
contracts expired, were another negative factor.
 However, demand for printing paper did increase in 
Europe during the year. Consumption of newsprint recov- 
ered and rose by 3.4 %. There was strong growth in 
demand for other printed paper products, especially for 
magazine paper in the medium quality ranges that are so 
important to Holmen.
 Paperboard volumes also rose, mainly as a result of 
healthy growth in consumption in eastern Europe and 
higher exports to Asia. For the most part, prices were 
stable. However, a modest decline in the price of folding 
box board did affect revenues during the first half of the 
year.

Strong market positions
Holmen’s strategy of having a strong market position with-
in selected niches has been successful. We do not have any 
ambition to become a global producer of standard pro-
ducts; instead our aim is to be a specialist producer making 
high demands in terms of quality and productivity. This is 
reflected in our investments and our development activities.
 In February the Board decided to invest just under 
SEK 3 billion in a new newsprint machine at the mill in 
Madrid. The object of the investment is to take advantage 
of the growth on the dynamic markets of southern Europe. 
Spain has a fast growing economy and prospects are 
bright for this growth to continue. The investment project 
is proceeding well. The new machine will put us in a 
good position to strengthen Holmen’s market position in 
southern Europe.  Given the way the market is developing, 
the timing, with production scheduled to start at the 
beginning of 2006, appears to be correct.

Strong growth in direct mail advertising
Much attention is being given to the further development 
of our strong position within the MF Magazine segment. 
The market expanded by some 20 % in 2004, largely due 
to strong growth in the volume of direct mail advertising. 
Thanks to Holmen’s making the most of its ability to pro-
duce added value products on the latest paper machine in 
Hallstavik, we can also satisfy customer demand in this 
growing segment.
 We also succeeded in raising our paperboard volumes. 
As a result of hard work at our English mill in Workington 
we achieved both higher volumes and lower costs, but the 
small drop in the price of folding box board meant that the 
expected improvement in earnings was not realised. The 
investments carried out during the year to improve product 
quality will make possible a better product and market mix.

Sharp focus on marketing 
Iggesund Paperboard has always paid great attention to 
marketing. Frequent and close contacts with converters and 
end customers are essential to enable us to produce what 
the customer wants. This also presupposes forward-looking 
investments to upgrade quality. During the fourth quarter a 
new coating unit was installed at the mill in Iggesund.
 Our relative size on the European market for solid 
bleached board means that much of the growth comes in 
the form of deliveries to non-European markets. We focus 
on product areas where we can be competitive and adopt a 
long-term approach. However, the weakness of the US dol-
lar is an unfavourable factor since most transactions outside 
Europe are priced in this currency.

Structural changes necessary
Sawn timber represents a small business area, accounting 
for just a few per cent of the Group’s turnover. By the stan-
dards of the industry, our profitability is acceptable, and we 
have made a great effort over the past few years to lower 
our costs. The problem is that profitability in the sawmill-
ing industry as a whole is too low, and further structural 
changes in one form or another are probably essential. 
Meanwhile it is important to continue to cut costs and 
improve efficiency. 

Continued rationalisation in the forestry
Wood, electricity and recovered paper are the most impor-
tant components among our variable costs.
 We have been improving the efficiency of our forestry 
activities for a long time, and we have managed to compen-
sate for rising costs. At the same time, we have been able to 

M
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maintain a reasonable stumpage rate for the forest owners. 
The pressure to rationalise is still with us, since it is very dif-
ficult to absorb further increases in the price of wood.
 The inability of politicians to find stable, long-term solu-
tions for Sweden’s power supply is disturbing. If the pro-
duction of printing paper is based on wood, the cost of elec-
tricity can amount to 15 % of the production cost. A price 
increase of 10 öre per kWh would raise the annual cost to 
Holmen Paper alone by a quarter of a billion kronor. In the 
long term, rising electricity prices are a threat that we can 
combat by developing even more energy-efficient proces-
ses and concentrating more on products with relatively low 
electricity costs. This requires great effort and important 
aspects of our strategy are to generate electricity internally 
and to arrange long-term electricity supply contracts. 
 With the expansion in Spain, recovered paper is becom-
ing an increasingly important raw material for Holmen. 
Alliances in the form of part-owned recovered paper com-
panies will strengthen our supplies and provide scope to 
operate cost-effectively along the supply chain. Another 
important measure is to collect more recovered paper in 
Spain and Portugal. Steps are now being taken, together 
with the relevant authorities, to arrange this. 

Financially stable
Holmen is to remain financially stable. The level of indebt-
edness is expected to rise in the coming year, as capital 
expenditure increases, primarily in Spain. This is the back-
ground against which the Board’s proposal to leave the divi-
dend for the 2004 financial year unchanged at SEK 10 per 
share should be seen, even though the Group achieved its 
profitability target.

Prospects for 2005
The stronger demand for newsprint and magazine paper 
in Europe in 2004 has meant that capacity utilisation is 
very high. At the time of writing, price negotiations are in 
progress and we can note that there will be an increase for 
2005. Paperboard is still enjoying stable demand and here 
too negotiations are taking place on price increases.
 Global demand has been strong, which has created a 
sound environment for relatively high exports from Euro-
pean producers, primarily to Asia. However, despite price 
increases, the profitability of exports has deteriorated as a 
result of the continuing weakness of the US dollar.
 When it comes to costs, Holmen is affected by rising 
electricity prices and the effects that higher oil prices have 
on the costs of distribution, certain chemicals and other 
kinds of energy. As far as the cost of wood is concerned, we 

see considerable uncertainty ahead of us as a result of the 
extensive storm damage in southern Sweden. Although our 
own forests were only slightly damaged, the indirect conse-
quences for the Swedish wood market will be great. In the 
short term, wood prices will fall, but in the medium term, 
there is likely to be imbalance on the market, which makes 
it difficult to determine the effects.

First rate contribution
Finally, I would like to mention our personnel who through 
their first rate contribution have helped make Holmen what 
it is today. I feel I have strong support and look forward to 
continuing to develop this fine company.

Stockholm, 14 February 2005

Magnus Hall
President and CEO

Magnus Hall   
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Ho mThis is Holmen

Holmen’s net turnover in 2004 amounted to SEK 15.7 
billion. Europe is the main market. 
 Holmen is a public company whose shares have been 
listed since 1936 on the Stockholm Stock Exchange, where 
its two series of shares, “A” and “B”, are on the list of most 
traded shares.
 The number of employees is about 4,900.

Products and production
The Holmen Group is organised into five business areas, 
each of which has full commercial responsibility for its own 
operations. Holmen Paper has responsibility for newsprint 
and magazine paper, which is produced at three paper 
mills in Sweden and one in Spain. Iggesund Paperboard is 
responsible for paperboard and has two mills in Sweden 
and one in England. Iggesund Timber has responsibility for 
sawn timber that is produced at one sawmill in Sweden. 
Holmen Skog and Holmen Kraft manage forest and electric 
power assets respectively. 

Paper. Holmen’s paper carries messages in the form of words 
and images, and it furthers communication, or the exchange 
of ideas and opinions. Weekly and monthly magazines, daily 
newspapers, sporting and business newspapers, Sunday sup-
plements, directories and direct advertising could well be print-
ed on paper from Holmen. The principal customers are Euro-
pean daily newspaper, magazine and directory publishers with 
high demands for quality, service and delivery reliability.

Paperboard. Holmen’s paperboard gives the contents of a 
package their profile. Apart from protecting the merchandise, 
it also conveys information about how the contents are to be 
used or prepared. The paperboard also induces people to buy 
and read books and other printed matter. Packaging for food, 
chocolates, tobacco, perfume and medical products, as well 

Holmen is a forest industry group with 
an annual production capacity of some 
2.4 million tonnes of newsprint and 
magazine paper as well as paperboard 
for packaging and graphic purposes. 
Holmen also produces sawn timber. 
The Group also owns forest and 
 electric power assets.

as covers and pages for printed matter could well be manufac-
tured using paperboard from Holmen. Customers are printers 
and converters who appreciate the great advantages of paper-
board for printing, embossing, foiling, and laminating.

Sawn timber. Floors, staircases, doors, windows and furni-
ture from joinery workshops, planing mills and other types of 
converters can be made out of sawn timber from Holmen.

Determined by customer needs. The overall object of 
Holmen’s business is to offer customers attractive products 
of high quality, and to do so using cost-effective means that 
will enable Holmen to remain a competitive supplier.
 The quality characteristics of paper and paperboard can 
be described in such terms as grammage, printability, bright-
ness, stiffness and foldability. Holmen must be capable of 
satisfying the customers’ high demands for efficient printing 
and converting processing of the products into suitable end 
products with customer appeal. The demand for Holmen’s 
products also depends on the customers’ ability to use them 
successfully in competition and in combination with other 
media and advertising or other packaging materials.

Market and European market shares. Europe is Holmen’s 
largest market and it accounts for some 90 % of the 
Group’s sales. The largest individual markets are Sweden, 
Great Britain, Germany and Spain. Newspaper, magazine 
and directory publishers in these countries are the largest 
buyers of printing paper. German, British and French con-
verters for packaging account for the bulk of the paper-
board purchases.
 European producers’ deliveries of standard newsprint to 
customers in Europe amounted to some 8 million tonnes in 
2004, with Holmen having a market share of around 9 %. 
The corresponding figures for MF Magazine were some 
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1.6 million tonnes, and the market share was some 15 %.
 The demand for virgin fibre-based paperboard in 
Europe amounts to more than 2 million tonnes a year. 
Holmen’s share of the market was around 19 %. 
 In Sweden, printing paper is sold direct to the customers. 
Sales companies in most EU countries, Switzerland, Austra-
lia, the USA and Japan handle sales to other printing paper 
customers. 
 Paperboard sales in Europe are handled from a central 
sales office in the Netherlands. There are also sales subsidia-
ries in Hong Kong, Singapore and the USA. The presence on 
each national market is supported by a network of locally 
based sales personnel and technicians.
 Great Britain and Scandinavia are the main markets for 
sawn timber. 

Operations in different countries

 Net turnover  Capital expendi- Average No.
 MSEK ture, MSEK of  employees
 2004 2003 2004 2003 2004 2003

Sweden 3,657 3,730 494 571 3,811 3,872
Australia 231 304 – – 3 3
Belgium 372 345 – – 4 4
Denmark 427 476 – – 3 3
Estonia 6 28 1 1 22 20
France 761 741 1 – 29 29
Germany 1,937 1,937 – – 18 19
Hong Kong 161 181 – – 4 4
Ireland 69 78 – – 1 1
Italy 566 582 – – 4 3
the Netherlands 827 833 4 1 130 135
Poland 471 438 – – 4 4
Portugal 111 144 – – 2 2
Singapore 33 36 – – 6 6
Spain 951 1,026 623 101 293 259
Switzerland 263 256 1 – 10 8
the UK 2,460 2,444 167 81 539 542
USA 457 449 – – 14 13
Other countries 1,893 1,788    

Total  15,653 15,816 1,291 755 4,897 4,927

 

0 5 10510

Net turnover Operating capital
(average)

Net turnover and operating capital, SEK billion  

Holmen Paper

Iggesund Paperboard

Iggesund Timber

Holmen Skog*

Holmen Kraft*

* Net turnover relates to harvesting and production
  respectively from company assets
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Growth. The markets for paper and paperboard are relative-
ly mature, and the growth on the market for Holmen’s pro-
ducts in Europe has been running at an average rate of a few 
per cent per year over the past decade. Holmen’s goal is to 
grow faster than the market and thus remain a strong sup- 
plier with efficient production. Most of the growth is organic 
and the result of product improvement and increasing pro-
duction volumes in existing product areas. In recent years, 
Holmen has been growing by some 3 % a year in its main 
product areas. The investment in a new paper machine in 
Madrid with an annual production capacity of 300,000 
tonnes is the largest ongoing investing-in-growth project.
 Acquisitions have accounted for relatively little of the 
growth. The latest acquisition was the mill in Madrid in 2000.

Competitiveness. Large-scale and efficient production faci-
lities result in high labour productivity and operating capi-
tal productivity, as well as efficient use of input materials. 
For long-term investments to be successful, and to achieve 
economies of scale as well as development, it is necessary 
to have an effective interaction between marketing, prod-

uct development and production increases. Basic volumes 
of certain products are combined with selective ventures 
involving higher added value or improved products for both 
existing and new customer groups.
 Alongside an efficient production process, the cost of 
raw materials and transportation are important factors 
influencing competitiveness. Holmen has integrated back-
wards along the production chain by owning forest, units 
for collecting recovered paper and power production.

Raw materials and energy. Wood, recovered paper, and 
energy are the main raw materials used by Holmen. 
 Provided the forests are well tended to, they will last 
forever. Wood – the renewable raw material – is the foun-
dation of Holmen’s eco-compatible production of paper, 
paperboard and sawn timber. Wood is mainly procured 
on the Swedish market, on which wood is also sold. Some 
wood is imported, primarily from Estonia. Holmen owns 
one million hectares of productive forestland and the stock 
of growing wood amounts to more than 110 million cubic 
metres. The self-sufficiency ratio is around 60 %.

■  Holmen’s main product areas are newsprint and 

magazine paper for newspapers, magazines, direc-

tories and advertising print as well as paperboard for 

consumer packaging and graphical applications. In 

these areas Holmen has a strong position on the  

market, which it intends to develop

■  Holmen shall grow at a faster rate than the market.  

Attractive products, active marketing and product 

development provide the prerequisites for growth, 

both organic and via selective acquisitions

■  Holmen focuses on high quality and low production 

costs within each product area. Cost efficiency is 

achieved by applying large-scale production, rational 

processes and the high competence of the personnel 

■  Holmen’s forest and power assets, sawmill and recov-

ered paper collection companies shall, apart from 

their financial return, provide knowledge and control 

of purchasing, price, availability and quality of key raw 

materials. 

Business concept Guidelines

■  Holmen’s profitability and return shall sustainably 

exceed the market cost of capital

■  Holmen shall have a strong financial position with a 

debt/equity ratio of 0.3–0.8. The ordinary dividend 

shall correspond to 5–7 % of equity. Extra dividend 

will be paid and shares bought back when the capital 

structure and the financing requirement of the busi-

ness permit

■  Qualified employees are to be attracted and devel-

oped in order to assure Holmen’s competence long-

term

■  Research and development activities are to be direc-

ted towards supporting the needs of the commercial 

units for product development and efficient production 

processes

■  The operations shall be characterised by a holistic 

approach, which involves protecting the environ-

ment, lean use of raw materials and energy, respect-

ing ethical and social norms and promoting sustain-

able development.

Strategy 
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 Old newspapers and magazines are collected for use as 
recovered paper to make new products. This is also true of 
paperboard, which, like sawn timber, can be incinerated for 
generation of energy. Recovered paper is procured in Swe-
den, Norway, Spain, Portugal, France and Great Britain. 
Holmen uses some 650,000 tonnes of recovered paper every 
year in its production of newsprint and telephone directory 
paper. The admixture of recovered paper amounts on ave-
rage to around 60 % in these products, while the remainder 
consists of virgin fibre.
 Energy is obtained from the company’s wholly and part-
owned hydroelectric power stations, back pressure turbi-
nes at the mills, by purchase of electricity and the recovery 
and purchase of thermal energy. Energy is also produced 
through the combustion of biofuel in the form of recovered 
liquors, bark and wood, or from oil and natural gas.
 About 70 % of the electricity consumed by the mills is 
purchased on the Nordic market. Holmen Paper Madrid 
and the paperboard mill in Workington obtain energy from 
local production of electricity based on natural gas.

Brand names. The marketing of Holmen’s products involves 
the use of a number of brand names. Otherwise, their func-
tionality is the main characteristic highlighted in market-
ing and sales activities. The paper and paperboard shall be 
recognised for their good printability and runnability on the 
customers’ machines. Customers are becoming more deman-
ding when it comes to higher print quality and faster prin-
ting and converting. Converters demand characteristics that 
allow the paperboard to undergo processes such as folding 
(by scoring and folding), foiling, laminating and embossing 

Production, 1,000 tonnes 2004 2003

Newsprint, standard 808 784

MF Special 651 618

SC paper 136 133

Coated printing paper 144 110

Paperboard 502 479

Sulphate pulp (to external customers) 27 34

Sawn timber, 1,000 m3 205 191

Use of raw materials 2004 2003

Wood, million m3  4.77 4.66

Purchased pulp/paperboard, 

1,000 tonnes 202 169

Recovered paper, 1,000 tonnes 658 628

Plastic granules, 1,000 tonnes 2.7 2.7

Process drainage water, million m3 61 65

Chemicals, 1,000 tonnes 171 173

Filler, pigment, 1,000 tonnes 254 216

Use of energy 2004 2003

Fossil fuels (oil, LPG and natural gas), TJ* 6,170 6,460

Biofuels, (recovered 
liquor, bark and wood), TJ 10,880 11,270

Recovered thermal energy, TJ 3,380 3,340

Purchased thermal energy, TJ 2,050 2,120

Purchased electricity, GWh** 3,250 3,260

Wholly and part-owned
hydroelectric power, GWh 1,054 867

Back pressure power, GWh  566 552

*  TJ – Terajoule = 1,000 GJ (gigajoule). One TJ has a thermal value equivalent 
to around 26m3 heating oil

**  GWh – gigawatt hour. One GWh is one million kilowatt hours and cor-
responds to 3.6 TJ 

Almost three quarters of  the power consumed by Holmen’s Swedish units in 
2004 were bought on the Nordic electricity market.

Brand names – a selection

Printing paper
MF Magazine

Holmen Plus
Holmen XLNT

Telephone directory paper

Holmen Guide

Uncoated printing paper

Holmen Scanmag

Lightly coated 

magazine paper

Holmen Bravo

Coated printing paper

Holmen Ideal 

Paperboard
Solid bleached board 

Invercote

Folding box board

Incada

Sawn timber

Monolit
Quatrolit 
Relax   

to give it customer appeal. When comparing with products 
from other producers, customers take quality and price into 
consideration. Service, and especially the ability to deliver the 
right product at the right time are also of great importance.
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Financial targets
Holmen’s profitability target is to earn a sustainable return 
that is higher than the market cost of capital. This target is 
used to control the company’s business and the planning 
and implementation of ventures, investments and measures 
to improve the result. At Group level, a key ratio for profi-
tability – Value Added - is computed. This is based on the 
operating result less the cost of capital and tax. This pro-
vides a simple and sufficiently fair yardstick that is regularly 
followed up at Group, business area and production unit 
levels. The Group’s profitability over the past few years has 
exceeded its capital cost. Nonetheless there are units in the 
Group whose profitability needs to be improved. 
 The computation of the cost of capital involves weight-
ing the cost of borrowed capital and equity and multiply-
ing the result by the capital invested in the business. The 
cost of equity is computed as interest plus a premium that 
depends on the level of risk, with capital invested in produc-
tion operations being given a higher risk premium (5 %) 
than capital invested in forest and power assets (2 %).

Capital expenditure. Holmen’s business is capital intensive 
and much of the development is the result of investing in 
additional capacity and production improvements. These 
investments are also often combined with cost rationalisa-
tion. To assess the return on the investment a model is used 
to calculate the value of the cash flow, i.e. the estimated 
future cash flow discounted by the weighted cost of capital.
 The Group’s weighted capital cost for its continuing 
operations is computed on the basis of short-term market 
interest rates and are currently around 9 % for production 
activities and around 6 % for forest and power, calculated 
on the result before tax. The capital cost used for evaluating 
investment projects is based on long-term market rates and 
is currently around 12 % for production activities.

Financial stability. Holmen aims to have a strong finan-
cial position that provides financial stability and enables 
it to make correct, long-term business decisions relatively 
independently of the state of the economy and external 
financing. The target for the debt/equity ratio is 0.3-0.8, 
and keeping the balance sheet in line with this target is one 
aspect of the strategic planning. 

Dividend. Holmen shall pay an ordinary dividend each year 
that corresponds to 5-7 % of its equity. This represents a 
relatively stable and high annual dividend. Over the past 
ten years the ordinary dividend has averaged just over 5 % 
of the equity. This means that almost half of the earnings 
per share have been paid out by way of ordinary dividend 
during this period.
 Holmen shall also pay extra dividend or buy back shares 
when the capital structure and the financing requirements 
of the business permit. In addition to ordinary dividends, 
Holmen has paid extra dividends on three occasions - in 
1999, 2001 and 2004.
 The decisions to pay extra dividends reflect a wish to 
return to the shareholders funds that are deemed not to be 
necessary for the development of the Group. 

Share buy-back. In 2004 the Annual General Meeting man-
dated Holmen’s Board to buy back shares in the company. 
This mandate has not been exercised. The Board propo-
ses that also the 2005 AGM mandate the Board to buy 
back and transfer shares in the company. In 2000, Holmen 
bought back shares corresponding to 10 % of the shares in 
issue, which were cancelled in 2001. Rather than having an 
explicit goal for share buy-backs, Holmen has used them as 
a complement to dividends as a means of adjusting the capi-
tal structure when conditions are deemed favourable.
 If Holmen achieves its profitability target the funds that 
are generated internally are estimated to be sufficient to 
finance ordinary dividend and an annual growth of 3–4 %. 
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Higher profitability would over time permit payment of 
extra dividends, share buy-backs, major investment projects 
or acquisitions.

Personnel
Recruitment and managerial development. Recruitment and 
managerial development to meet future needs were given 
priority in the human resources activities in 2004. During 
the 2009-2015 period the number of employees at the Swe-
dish units who retire each year will be twice as many as 
during the 2000-2005 period. In order to meet its recruit-
ment requirements, Holmen has long paid great attention 
to activities, at both company level and industry-wide level, 
with the object of creating contacts.
 Priority is also given to the development of existing and 
future managers. Potential managers are identified and 
the target is to fill at least 75 % of managerial positions 
by internal appointment. Special attention is devoted 
to women with managerial potential and the number of 
female managers is rising. Leadership topics are included in 
Holmen Inblick, the employee survey.

Sick leave. In 2004 the sick leave situation was analysed 
with a particular focus on Holmen’s Swedish units. During 
the year sick leave fell to 5.7 % from 6.5 %.The aim in the 
short term is to get sick leave back down to the 1998 level 
of 4.8 %, which will be achieved by developing awareness 
among the personnel of the consequences of sick leave. The 
level at non-Swedish units was lower at below 4 %.

Environment
Sustainable business. Holmen has long been applying the 
principles of sustainability to its business. Forestry satisfies 
demanding environmental requirements and the Group 
produces recoverable and eco-compatible products from 
its renewable raw material wood. Water quality outside 
Holmen’s mills is generally good.
 The environmental aspects of Holmen’s activities are 
regulated by law and permits in each individual country. 
The allocation of environmental responsibility and the 
organization and management of its environmental activi-
ties are based on Holmen’s environmental policy.

Certification. Holmen’s mills and forestry are certificated in 
accordance with ISO 14001. The forestry is also certificated 
in accordance with FSC (Forest Stewardship Council) and 
PEFC (Programme for the Endorsement of Forest Certifica-
tion schemes).

Energy and climate. The feared change in the earth’s climate 
has led to a number of national and international initiatives, 
whose aim is to reduce emissions of greenhouse gases.
 In order to focus on the Group’s activities in this sphere 
a task force has been set up whose role includes evaluating 
these initiatives.
 Holmen has been participating in the trade in electricity 
certificates since 2003. In 2004 measures were taken within 
the Group in preparation for the EU’s system of trading in 
carbon dioxide emission rights, which was launched in 2005.

Printing paper for direct mailing and magazines, as well as paperboard for cosmetics packaging are Holmen’s main products. Solid redwood flooring is one of  the 
products made from the Group’s sawn timber.
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History
The Group has its origins in the three businesses carried 
on by Holmens Bruk AB, AB Iggesunds Bruk and Mo och 
Domsjö AB. These separate companies were merged in 
1988 into a group whose parent company took the Mo och 
Domsjö AB (MoDo) name, which was changed in 2000 to 
Holmen AB (Holmen).
 Almost 400 years ago, Duke Johan of Östergötland laid 
the foundations for Holmens Bruk in Norrköping by building 
an arms factory on an island in the Motala river in 1609.
 Iggesund’s history also goes back to the 17th century, 
when, in 1665, Östanå Paper Mill became the first industri-
al facility in the district. Almost a century later – in 1759 to 
be precise – the commissioning of a water-powered sawmill 
at Söderåfors marked the birth of what was eventually to 
become MoDo. 
 Holmen in its present form is primarily the result of the 
strategy laid down by the Board in 1999 that involved focus-
ing on growth and development within newsprint, maga-
zine paper and paperboard. In line with this strategy, Holmen 
sold its pulp and fine paper operations in 2000.

Mills. Holmen Paper Hallsta commissioned its latest machine 
in 2002. The mill first produced newsprint in 1915. Holmen 
Paper Braviken commenced production in 1977 and the two 
most recently built paper machines were brought into pro-
duction in 1985 and 1996 respectively. Holmen acquired its 
newsprint mill in Spain, Holmen Paper Madrid, in 2000. 
 Iggesunds Bruk’s first paperboard machine was brought 
into production in 1963, to be followed by a second machi-
ne in 1971. Both of them have been extensively rebuilt. This 
is also the case with the two machines at the mill in Wor-
kington, England, which was acquired in 1987.
 A detailed presentation of Holmen’s history is provided 
on www.holmen.com.

 Voluntary agreements to improve energy efficiency have 
been reached between governments and energy-intensive 
industries in several European countries. Holmen is involved 
in such programmes in both Sweden and England, where 
such agreements offer energy-intensive industries an alterna-
tive to taxes. To further increase energy efficiency and reduce 
the effect on the climate, some of Holmen’s mills began the 
process of introducing energy management systems in 2004.

Research and development
Holmen’s research and development (R&D) activities are 
highly decentralised. The R&D cost in 2004, including 
expenditure on external R&D, such as industry-wide pro-
jects and joint research with universities and high schools, 
amounted to some MSEK 100. If the cost of research relat-
ing to development of new products is included, Holmen’s 
total R&D costs amount to MSEK 200-300 per year.
 Responsibility for R&D rests on each business area. 
Joint research activities mainly involve Holmen Paper and 
Iggesund Paperboard, especially that relating to coating 
techniques and mechanical pulp.

“Holmen and its World 2004”
There is a growing interest 
in information on how 
Holmen applies and intends 
to apply the sustainability 
principle to its business. 
Holmen has therefore pro-
duced a report entitled 
“Holmen and its World 
2004”. The report, which 
will be published at the 
beginning of April, explains 
in layman’s language 
Holmen’s holistic approach 
to personnel, environment 
and finances. 

Holmen’s history
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MSEK 2004 2003 2002 2001 2000

Profi t and loss account
Net turnover 15,653 15,816 16,081 16,655 15,155
Operating costs –12,630  -12,306 -12,205 -12,460 -11,843
Depreciation 
according to plan –1,188 –1,166 –1,153 –1,126 –1,045
Items affecting comparability – – – –620 2,023
Interest in earnings of  
associate companies 25  –6 –10 –3 552
Operating profi t  1,860 2,338 2,713 2,446 4,842
Net fi nancial items –206  –212 –149 –152 –101
Profi t after  fi nancial items 1,654 2,126 2,564 2,294 4,741
Tax –443  –675 –605 –108 –769
Profi t for the period 1,211 1,451 1,959 2,186 3,972

Earnings per share 
(after dilution), SEK 14.36 17.48 23.58 26.40 44.70

Net turnover
Holmen Paper 7,814 7,788 8,164 8,757 7,618
Iggesund Paperboard 4,877 4,920 4,850 4,467 4,186
Iggesund Timber 492 510 572 712 762
Holmen Skog 3,780 3,613 3,538 3,982 4,117
Holmen Kraft 1,258 1,337 1,120 1,108 1,110
 18,221 18,168 18,244 19,026 17,793
Intra-group sales –2,568 –2,352 –2,163 –2,371 –2,638
 15,653 15,816 16,081 16,655 15,155

Result
Holmen Paper 455 747 1,664 2,410 1,389
Iggesund Paperboard 809 1,001 818 455 569
Iggesund Timber 5 18 –6 –79 –116
Holmen Skog 526 516 450 455 466
Holmen Kraft 178 193 –26 49 99
Group  
central costs and other –113 –137 –187 –224 –112
 1,860 2,338 2,713 3,066 2,295
Items affecting comparability – – – –620 2,023
Divested activities – – – – 524
Operating profi t 1,860 2,338 2,713 2,446 4,842

Cash fl ow
Profi t after fi nancial items 1,654 2,126 2,564 2,294 4,741
Adjustment items 1,123 1,169 1,050 1,679 –1,486
Tax paid –378 –727 –472 –248 –942
 2,399 2,568 3,142 3,725 2,313
Cash fl ow from changes 
in operating capital –68 –125 356 61 –388
Cash fl ow
from current operations 2,331 2,443 3,498 3,786 1,925

Cash fl ow
from investment activities –1,195 –726 –1,810 –1,669 –2,019

Change in fi nacial liabilities
and receivables 1,387 –899 –646 1,790 3,636
Share buy-back – – – – –2,025
Rights issue through con-
version and subscription 474 – – – –
Dividend paid – 3,199 –880 –800 –5,518 –977
Cash fl ow 
from fi nancing activities –1,338 –1,779 –1,446 –3,728 634

Cash fl ow for the period –202 –62 242 –1,611 540

MSEK 2004 2003 2002 2001 2000

Balance sheet     
Fixed assets 19,205 19,173 19,636 18,864 18,725
Shares and participations 1,754 1,767 1,721 286 230
Current assets 5,149 4,743 4,922 5,366 5,330
Financial receivables 92 105 54 33 15
Liquid funds 367 570 634 399 2,000
Total assets 26,567 26,358 26,967 24,948 26,300

Equity 13,737 15,254 15,073 14,072 17,014
Minority interests 112 112 112 – –
Deferred tax liability 4,476 4,557 4,370 4,014 4,264
Financial liabilities and       
interest-bearing provisions 5,400 4,044 4,496 3,593 1,721
Operating liabilities 2,842 2,391 2,916 3,269 3,301
Total equity and liabilities 26,567 26,358 26,967 24,948 26,300

Operating capital
Holmen Paper 9,627 9,461 9,884 9,584 8,564
Iggesund Paperboard 3,871 3,885 3,963 4,330 4,877
Iggesund Timber 231 277 258 232 411
Holmen Skog 6,421 6,383 6,429 6,517 6,527
Holmen Kraft 2,930 2,926 2,877 805 826
Group central costs 
and other –118 65 –242 –424 –412
Operating capital  22,962 22,997 23,169 21,044 20,793
Deferred tax liability,
net –4,172 –4,262 –4,176 –3,811 –4,073
Capital employed 18,790 18,735 18,993 17,233 16,720

Key ratios     
Operating margin, %
   Holmen Paper 6 10 21 28 18
   Iggesund Paperboard 17 20 17 10 14
   Iggesund Timber 1 3 –1 –11 –7
   Group 12 15 17 18 15
Return, %     
   Capital employed 9.8 12.3 15.5 17.7 15.1
   Equity 8.4 9.7 13.7 16.0 24.1
Debt/equity ratio 0.36 0.22 0.25 0.22 –0.02

Deliveries
Newsprint and magazine
paper, 1,000 tonnes 1,731 1,655 1,528 1,525 1,560
Paperboard, 1,000 tonnes 501 481 453 410 415
Sawn timber, 1,000 m3 195 189 220 322 360

Five-year review
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The share
Share structure
Holmen has 84,756,162 shares, divided upon 22,623,234 
Series “A” shares and 62,132,928 Series “B” shares. Each 
Series “A” share carries ten votes and each Series “B” share 
one vote. Otherwise, the shares carry the same rights.
 Taking conversion and subscription during the year into 
consideration, the average number of shares, amounted to 
some 83.6 (2003: around 80) million.

Trading on the stock exchange
The company’s two series of shares are listed on the Stock-
holm Stock Exchange’s list of most traded stocks. During the 
year, the price of Holmen’s Series “B” shares declined by SEK 
25.50 (10 %) to SEK 230. The price was affected by dividend 
paid of SEK 40. The Affärsvärlden General Index rose by 
17 %. During the past decade, Holmen’s share has yielded a 
total return, including reinvested dividend, of 13 % per year. 
During the corresponding period, the Affärsvärlden General 
Index rose by 13 % per year. 
 At the year end, Holmen’s shares had weightings of 
0.7 % in the Affärsvärlden General Index. The average 
number of Series “B” shares traded each day was 257,000, 
which corresponds to a value of MSEK 59. The average 
number of Series “A” shares traded was 200 per day.

Earnings per share
Earnings per share after dilution amounted to SEK 14.36 
(17.48). Holmen’s earnings per share have averaged SEK 25 
over the past 5 years.

Dividend
The Board proposes that a dividend of SEK 10 per share be 
paid. The proposed dividend corresponds to some 6.2 % 
of the equity. Last year an ordinary dividend of SEK 10 and 
an extra dividend of SEK 30 per share were paid. Holmen’s 
target is for the ordinary dividend to correspond to 5–7 % 
of the equity. 

Share buy-back
The 2004 Annual General Meeting mandated the Board to 
acquire up to 10 % of the company’s shares before the 2005 
Annual General Meeting. This mandate has not been  
exercised. 
 The Board proposes that also the 2005 Annual General 
Meeting will mandate the Board to buy back and transfer 
shares in the company.

Convertible and warrant programme
In 1998, Holmen issued a convertible debenture loan and 
warrants to the personnel at market prices. Conversion into 
and subscription to a total of 4,783,711 Holmen Series ”B” 
shares took place during the first quarter of 2004. Subse-
quently there are no outstanding convertibles or warrants.
 In September 2002, L E Lundbergföretagen issued 
256,000 call options on Holmen’s Series “B” shares to 40 
senior company officers. The options were assigned for cash 
at market price with expiry in March 2007. 

Total return incl. reinvested dividends, no tax deducted, for Holmen B and General Index

 General Index (SIX Return Index) Holmen B Source: EcoWin
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Shareholders at 31 December 2004 % of  shares % of  votes
L E Lundbergföretagen 27.9 51.9
Kempe Foundations 6.2 16.4
Alecta 3.3 1.0
Handelsbanken incl. pension funds 2.9 8.5
Funds of  Robur 2.0 0.6
SHB/SPP funds 2.0 0.6
SPP Livförsäkring AB 1.9 0.6
AFA Insurance 1.3 0.4
AMF pension fund 1.3 0.4
Other* 51.2 19.6
  100.0 100.0
* of  which non-Swedish shareholders 19.6 5.9

Ownership structure
   No. of   Percentage of  total 
No. of  shares  shareholders  no. of  shares
 1 – 1,000   33,867 9
 1,001 – 100,000  2,957 19
 100,001 –   75 72 
     36,899 100

Data per share 2004 2003 2002 2001 2000 1999 1998 1997 1996 1995

Earnings per share after dilution1), SEK 14.4 17.5 23.6 26.4 44.7 19.9 27.4 16.1 22.3 41.3
Dividend, ordinary, SEK 10 5) 10  11 10 9 11 10 9 9 8.5
Dividend, extra, SEK – 30  – – 60 – 35 – – –
Ordinary dividend as % of
  Equity 6 5 6 6 4 6 5 5 5 5
  Closing listed price 4 4 5 4 3 4 6 4 5 6
  Earnings 69 55 45 37 20 54 35 56 40 21
Return on equity1), % 8 10 14 16 24 11 14 9 13 29
Return on capital employed6), % 10 12 16 18 15 17 18 16 26 20
Equity, SEK 162 192 188 176 213 179 207 184 176 163
Closing listed price, ”B”, SEK 230 255.5 211.5 238.5 280 307 176.5 205 192 142

 Total closing market value, SEK billion 19.5 20.4 16.9 19.0 22.7 27.3 15.7 18.1 17.1 12.7
P/E-ratio2) 16 14 9 9 6 15 6 13 9 3
EV/EBIT3) 13 10 8 9 5 11 8 10 6 3
Beta value (48 months), at year end, ”B”4)   0.6 0.7 0.6 0.7 0.8 1.1 1.5 1.5 1.4 1.8

1) See Note 8 on page 54. 2) Closing share price divided by earnings per share. 3) Market value plus net financial debt (EV) at the end of the year divided by operating 
result  (EBIT). 4) Measures the sensitivity of the yield on the “B” share in relation to the yield on the Affärsvärlden General Index over a period of 48 months. 
5) Proposal of the Board. 6) Excl. items affecting comparability and divested activities.

  Change in Total No. Change in share Total share
Changes in share capital, 1995–2004 No. of  shares of  shares capital, MSEK capital, MSEK
1995 Conversion KVBs 10,028,201 44,429,139 1,002.8 4,442.9
1996 Share split 44,429,139 88,858,278  4,442.9
2001 Withdrawal of  shares bought back –8,885,827 79,972,451 –444.3 3,998.6
2004 Conversion and subscription 4,783,711 84,756,162 239.2 4,237.8

Share structure 
 Votes No. of  shares No. of  votes Nom MSEK
Share
A 10 22,623,234 226,232,340 50 1,131,2
B 1 62,132,928 62,132,928 50 3,106,6 
  84,756,162 288,365,268  4,237,8

Share price development

 Holmen A  Holmen B  General Index Source: EcoWin
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e
Operations in 2004
Net turnover amounted to MSEK 7,814 (2003: MSEK 
7,788).
 The operating profit was MSEK 455 (747). The deterio-
ration was due to a lack of balance on the market and the 
lower prices this caused. However, in Europe the demand 
for newsprint and magazine paper improved successively 
during the year in line with the accelerating economic 
growth and higher advertising volumes, which enabled 
European newsprint producers to run their mills at full 
capacity during the later part of the year. In the case of 
magazine paper, the situation improved slightly, but prices 
remained under pressure.
 Holmen Paper raised deliveries of its basic product 
– newsprint – to Europe by a good 5 %, while deliveries to 
Asia declined. European newsprint producers’ deliveries 
rose by 7 %.
 Prices generally weakened during the year. The prices of 
newsprint and uncoated magazine paper fell, while the price 
of coated magazine paper showed greater stability, albeit 

at a relatively low level. Apart from lower prices in Europe, 
the weakening of the US dollar was another factor behind 
the poorer result.
 Capacity utilisation at Holmen Paper was high.
 The number of employees was 2,496. Negotiations were 
held with the unions at Holmen Paper Hallsta on a reduc-
tion in the number of positions. The new organisation, 
which will involve the loss of some 100 positions at the mill, 
will be carried out during the autumn of 2005. The cuts cor-
respond to an annual cost reduction of MSEK 50 and the 
cost reduction is estimated to have its full effect during the 
second half of 2005.

Capital expenditure
Capital expenditure amounted to MSEK 869 (395).
 In February 2004 Holmen’s Board decided to carry out 
the expansion of Holmen Paper Madrid by installing a new, 
recycled fibre-based newsprint machine. Ground and con-
struction work began in April.
 The machine will have an annual capacity of 300,000 

Summary

  2004  2003

Net turnover, MSEK  7,814 7,788

Operating profi t, MSEK  455 747

Operating capital (average), MSEK  9,561 9,731

Return on operating capital, %  4.8 7.7

Cash fl ow before capital expenditure, MSEK  1,115 1,551

Capital expenditure, MSEK  869 395

Average number of  employees  2,496 2,488 

Production and deliveries

 Production Deliveries
1,000 tonnes 2004 2003 2004 2003

Newsprint, standard 808 784 806 791

MF Special 651 618 652 622

SC paper 136 133 137 130

Coated printing paper 144 110 136 112

Total 1,739 1,645 1,731 1,655

Holmen Paper produces and sells newsprint, 
magazine and directory paper using virgin 
fibre and/or recycled fibre as the raw materi-
als. Holmen Paper is one of the main suppliers 
to numerous daily newspaper and magazine 
publishers, commercial printers and directory 
publishers in Europe. Largest markets are 
Sweden, Great Britain, Spain and Germany.

Holmen Paper
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Papertonnes and the investment is estimated at SEK 2.8 billion. 
It is planned to bring the machine into production in 
January 2006. The primary market region for its products 
will be southern Europe, where the high rate of growth in 
consumption is expected to continue. The competitiveness 
of the project is based on the development of the already 
strong presence in the region, low distribution costs and a 
high standard of service.
 The investment in Spain will enable Holmen to raise its 
volumes of newsprint and strengthen its position among 
daily newspaper publishers in Europe. It will also create 
valuable opportunities to produce higher added-value pro-
ducts on other machines, particularly to raise the output of 
lightly coated magazine paper on the existing machine in 
Madrid, and also to increase the share of special products 
at the Swedish mills. The net effect is that newsprint will 
account for around half of the total increase in capacity. 
Once the capacity expansion in Spain is complete, Holmen’s 
total newsprint and magazine paper production capacity 
will amount to 2,170,000 tonnes per year. The average 
number of employees at Holmen Paper Madrid was some 
280, and the number will increase by some 100 after the 
investment has been completed. The investment is based on 
the strong local presence not only in Spain but also in neigh-
bouring markets in Portugal, Italy and southern France that 
the cost-efficient logistical concept and high standard of ser-
vice will create.
 At the beginning of 2005 an investment of MSEK 215 
was completed at the paper machine 52 at Holmen Paper 
Braviken. The aim was to improve product quality and 
raise capacity. The investment project also included comple-
menting one of the production lines for thermo-mechanical 
pulp.

Market conditions
After the dramatic growth in newsprint and magazine paper 
consumption in the 1990s, the recession really began to bite 
for European producers in 2001 with weak demand, mainly 

for newsprint. It was not until 2004 that a recovery could 
be noted.
 Advertising in printed media increased successively in 
2004, which was reflected in newsprint consumption.
 Europe’s newspaper publishers are constantly adapting 
and developing their printing activities. Substantial invest-
ments have been made in new, more highly automated pres-
ses with increased four-colour print capacity. This is result-
ing in the emergence of huge and complex newspaper fac-
tories with advanced process thinking and greater demands 
for significantly increased input from suppliers in the form 
of technical performance, service and presence.
 The relative position of daily newspapers as advertis-
ing-carriers is more or less constant and has, according to 
Sweden’s Institute for Advertising and Media Statistics, 
been running at just over 30 % of total advertising expen-
diture for the past few years. In Sweden, for example, which 
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is a mature market, total newspaper circulation has risen 
slightly, as have readership levels. Demand for newsprint 
showed rapid growth in Spain and Portugal in 2004, and 
there was also a noticeable recovery in Germany.

Product and process development
Holmen Paper is growing organically as a result of the latest 
investment in the paper machine in Hallstavik, which was 
commissioned in 2002, and the coming one in Madrid. This 
will enable Holmen to develop cost-effective production in its 
priority product areas, namely MF Magazine and newsprint.
 Alongside the new newsprint machine project in Mad-
rid, Holmen Paper is developing an entirely new product 
range of lightly coated magazine paper based solely on 
recycled fibre, primarily intended for heat-set, offset prin-
ting. The mills in Hallstavik and Norrköping plan to raise 
the proportion of MF Magazine and light-weight printing 
paper respectively. Holmen Paper Wargön continues its 
activities for the launch of a new product range.
 The groupwide Holmen Paper Development centre con-
centrates on the technical development of mechanical pulp.

Competition
At the beginning of the 1990s Holmen Paper ranked among 
the major suppliers of newsprint and magazine paper and, 
as a result of mergers and acquisitions among competitors, 
it is now the fifth largest supplier in Western Europe. There 
were no mergers or other changes of significance in the 
industry in 2004. The printing paper capacity in Western 

As Holmen Paper’s Spanish newsprint mill is located in  
the centre of  Spain, paper can be delivered within a few  
hours to newspapers published in Madrid (above) and  
Barcelona on a daily basis.

Free newspapers, such as Metro, are gaining ground fast. 
They are mostly read on commuter trains and the underground 
by people on their way to work or home.
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Europe increased, mainly through the installation of a new 
LWC machine in eastern Germany.
 Holmen Paper’s main competitors – UPM, Stora Enso, 
Norske Skog and Myllykoski – have expanded rapidly, 

mainly via acquisitions. The figure to the right on page 16 
includes Holmen Paper’s newsprint machine in Madrid and 
Stora Enso’s SC paper machine in Kvarnsveden, both of 
which are currently under construction.

Recycled paper is a key raw material for Holmen Paper’s mills. Holmen Paper Madrid bases its 
production solely on the use of  recovered paper as a raw material. The Swedish mills use both 
recycled paper and pulpwood for their production.

Ground and construction work are proceeding according to plan at Holmen Paper Madrid. This photograph was taken on 10 February 2005.  
It shows the foundations and much of  the structural framework of  the building that will eventually house the newsprint machine.
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erboar
erboar
erboar
erboar
erboar
erboar
erboar
erboar
erboar

Operations in 2004
Net turnover amounted to MSEK 4,877 (2003: MSEK 
4,920).
 The operating profit amounted to MSEK 809 (1,001).
Deliveries rose while changes to the product and market 
mix, negative currency effects and higher maintenance costs 
had an adverse effect on the result.
 European producers’ deliveries of virgin fibre-based 
paperboard rose by 2 %. Strong exports to markets outside 
Europe resulted in a high rate of capacity utilisation. Igge-
sund Paperboard’s deliveries increased by 4 %.
 Prices of solid bleached board (SBB) in local currencies 
were stable while prices of folding box board (FBB) came 
under pressure during the year in certain markets and end-
user areas in Europe.
 Capacity utilisation continued to be high.

Capital expenditure
Capital expenditure amounted to MSEK 381 (264). Major 
investment projects included a third coating station on 

the KM 1 board machine at Iggesunds Bruk and new head 
boxes for the BM 2 board machine at Workington. Both 
investments were made to improve product quality.
 KM 1 was equipped with a third coating station, which 
will provide higher production capacity for triple-coated 
paperboard and also improve delivery reliability and flex-
ibility. It will also improve the scope for further product 
development.
 BM 2 was upgraded by replacing all the head boxes in 
connection with process improvements in the stock pre-
paration and formation units. The investment raises the 
paperboard’s dimensional stability and quality consistency.

Market conditions
Global consumption of paperboard amounts to some 30 
million tonnes a year. The market for the grades of virgin 
fibre-based paperboard produced by Iggesund Paperboard 
– solid bleached board and folding box board – amounts 
to just over 9 million tonnes. The annual consumption of 
these two grades in Europe is just over 2 million tonnes, 

Iggesund Paperboard produces and sells 
solid bleached board and folding box board, 
using only virgin fibre as a raw material. 
Iggesund Paperboard is market leader in the 
very highest quality segments. The products 
are used to make packaging for food, cos-
metics, tobacco and confectionery, as well as 
for graphic applications.

Iggesund Paperboard

Summary

  2004  2003

Net turnover, MSEK  4,877 4,920

Operating profi t, MSEK  809 1,001

Operating capital (average), MSEK 3,988 3,959

Return on operating capital, %  20.3 25.3

Cash fl ow before capital expenditure, MSEK  1,189 1,279

Capital expenditure, MSEK 381 264

Average number of  employees  1,840 1,843 

Production and deliveries*

 Production Deliveries
1,000 tonnnes 2004 2003 2004 2003

Paperboard 502 479 501 481

Pulp – – 27 34

* Including deliveries to other Group business areas 
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and the market has been growing at an annual rate of some 
2 % over the past years. However, in some segments growth 
is higher. Foods with strong brand names, pharmaceutical 
products and cosmetics are examples. The largest markets 
in Europe are Germany (20 % of consumption), Great Brit-
ain (19 %) and France (9 %).
 The fastest growing markets are Asia and Central and 
Eastern Europe with annual growth, in terms of volume, of 
5–10 %.
 Capacity in North America and Europe is expected to 
increase at a rate in line with the long-term market growth 
over the next years. New capacity is being installed in Asia, 
which means that exports from the rest of the world to Asia 
are expected to level off.
 One factor with a major impact on demand is the trend 
in private consumption, since higher consumption gene-
rally leads to a greater use of packaging. Additional driving 
forces that are leading to rising consumption of packaged 
goods include growing urbanisation together with changes 
in household size and way of living. 
 Consolidation at all customer stages are leading to con-
centration at the production stage, more distribution and 
more rigorous demands on the quality of packaging, and 
thus on the packaging material. For instance, these factors 
underline the demands on the ability of the packaging to 
attract attention and convey information effectively.
 The reason for the weak market for graphic paperboard 
is the low level of business marketing. As the large number 
of end customers in this segment precludes direct sales, the 
bulk of the volume is sold via an extensive network of mer-
chants instead. 
 Increasing demand for OTC products is driving sales of 
packaging materials to the pharmaceutical industry. The 
market for packaging in this area has grown at an annual 
rate of some 4 % in recent years, with most of the growth 
being in Great Britain and Germany.

 Sales of foods with strong brand names are driven by 
such factors as the lack of time on the part of consumers 
in industrial societies. Convenience, quality requirements 
and the need of producers to profile their brand names are 
among the causes of the shift in packing solutions towards 
more targeted functionality combined with very good print-
ing characteristics, from all of which Iggesund Paperboard 
benefits.
 The product family Invercote is produced at Iggesunds 
Bruk and is preferred by customers looking for a combina-
tion of elegance and performance for exclusive products, 
with design characteristics such as formability and printabil-
ity determining competitive strength. These features are in 
particular demand in the cosmetics industry, where the most 
rigorous demands are made for packaging that reflects the el-
egance and exclusiveness the product is intended to represent.
 

Paperboard packaging that appeals to the eye invites customers to 
buy OTC products for beauty and health. The pharmaceutical market’s 
demand for paperboard has been growing at an annual rate of  around 
4 % over the past few years.
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 The market for tobacco packaging board is stable and 
characterised by a small number of large international 
players with very high quality and service requirements. 
The trend towards greater use of hardpack (board) instead 
of softpack (paper) and the steadily rising demand for 
good packaging design – to make counterfeiting difficult, 
for instance – are stimulating the demand for high quality 
paperboard.
 One phenomenon on the tobacco market is that com-
prehensive generic brands are gaining ground. The strong 
and established brands counter this by stepping up their 
demands on the selling ability of the packaging – in terms of 
both printability and formability.

Research and Development
Research and development (R&D) has very high priority 
and is a prerequisite for continued development and for 
consolidating the company’s position as market leader in 
the very highest quality segments. In addition to the deve-
lopment departments at the mills, Iggesund Paperboard 
also has a Group-wide development centre – Paperboard 
Development Centre (PDC) with the primary responsibility 
for surface treatment and paper physics. The development 
activities are focused on product development and product 
maintenance in close alliance with the marketing organisa-
tion and customers.

 During the year PDC carried out extensive development 
projects on its pilot coating unit. New product areas of 
interest for the future are systematically researched. The 
exchange of information and cooperation with Holmen 
Paper Development centre has been intensified.
 Workington continued to optimise the Incada product 
family. A strong focus on product quality resulted in modi-
fications being made to the coating recipe.
 At Iggesunds Bruk a number of new qualities within the 
Invercote product family were developed in close coopera-
tion with customers from 
the tobacco industry. Within 
the packaging and graphic 
paperboard sectors, the main 
object has been to bring 
about improvements to sur-
face characteristics.
 Ströms Bruk continued to  
develop new plastic-coated 
products based on baseboard 
from Workington and 
Iggesunds Bruk. Metalprint 
noted further successes in the 
cosmetic packaging sector, 
while new end-user areas 
were also canvassed.

Food packaging must be such that, for instance, the flavour of  the food is 
retained from production to cooking. The lid on this package for chicken 
is manufactured out of  a special grade of  Invercote.

Characteristics such as formability and printability of  packaging materi-
als are in demand, especially in the cosmetics industry, where the most 
rigorous demands are made for packaging that reflects the elegance 
and exclusiveness the product is intended to represent.

Capacity, 20004
Virgin fibre-based paper-
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Leading brand names
Iggesund Paperboard has a stable market position in 
Europe. Invecote has been produced for more than 40 
years at Iggesunds Bruk and holds a leading position on 
the market. Incada is produced at Workington in England 
and has gained a very strong position in Europe since it was 
launched in 2001.
 New, independent surveys have shown that Incada and 
Invercote are Europe’s leading brand names on the paper-
board market. This is the result of a longterm strategy in 

which specialist competence, continuous technical develop-
ment and consistent marketing go hand in hand. Market 
investments and the strengthening of the sales organisations 
outside Europe have produced results, and these markets 
now account for some 15 % of Iggesund Paperboard’s total 
deliveries.

Competition
Stora Enso and M-real, International Paper and MeadWest-
vaco are Iggesund Paperboard’s main competitors.

Iggesund Paperboard’s laboratory for sensory and che-
mical analysis in Strömsbruk concentrates on testing to 
ensure that paperboard does not emit odours or transmit 
flavours to the product in the packaging.

Thanks to Iggesund Paperboard’s folding box board with the brand name Incada, 
Kraft Foods together with the converter Model were able to produce a chocolate box 
that was deceptively like a leather handbag. The “Imagine” chocolate box received the 
Best Carton in Europe 2004 prize in the Pro Carton/ECMA Carton Awards competition.

Investments carried out during 
the year at the Workington mill 
(picture) and Iggesunds Bruk 
enabled the mills to improve 
product quality.
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Timber
Timber
Timber
Timber
Timber
Timber
Timber
Timber
Timber

Operations in 2004
Net turnover amounted to MSEK 492 (2003: MSEK 510).
 The operating result was MSEK 5 (18). The result dete-
riorated owing to higher raw material costs and weakening 
markets, but this was partly offset by higher production 
volumes and lower fixed costs.
 The market was characterised by continued high pro-
duction of sawn timber. Consumption is running at a histo-
rically high level, particularly in Europe, but as it does not 
correspond to the high production this is causing excess 
supply. In Sweden and Finland stocks of redwood are rela-
tively high while whitewood stocks are more balanced. 
The high supply caused an unsettled market with depressed 
prices. There is some pressure on the prices of standard pro-
ducts with less value added while the market for Iggesund 
Timber’s special products is still firm. 
 Prices fell successively during the year with the price of 
standard products falling most.

Capital expenditure
Capital expenditure amounted to MSEK 8 (27).

Market conditions
Nordic sawn timber is mainly used in the European build-
ing and joinery industries. Japan and the USA are important 
complementary markets.
 Euroconstruct, Europe’s leading market research com-
pany in the building industry, forecasts an unchanged level 
of building in Europe in 2005-2006 in relation to 2004. 
New construction work represents a steadily declining pro-
portion of consumption, while repair, rebuilding and exten-
sion work is accounting for a growing share. Wood is beco-
ming increasingly popular as a building material thanks to 
DIY programmes on the television and successful marketing 
campaigns, particularly in Great Britain.
 Iggesund Timber’s customers include the joinery and 
furniture industries, manufacturers of solid wood flooring, 
planing mills and builders’ merchants. The main markets 
– taking some 80 % of delivery volumes – are Great Britain 

Summary

  2004  2003

Net turnover, MSEK 492 510

Operating profi t, MSEK  5 18

Operating capital (average), MSEK  260 275

Return on operating capital, %  1.7 6.5

Cash fl ow before capital expenditure, MSEK  58 26

Capital expenditure, MSEK  8 27

Average number of  employees  96 106

Production and deliveries

 Production Deliveries
1,000 m3 2004 2003 2004 2003

Sawn timber 205 191 195 189

Purchased sawn timber – – 91 96

Total 205 191 286 285

Iggesund Timber produces and sells sawn 
redwood timber to industrial users that 
manufacture consumer products. The main 
customers include the joinery and furniture 
industries, manufacturers of solid wood
flooring, planing mills and builders’ mer-
chants. The main markets are Great Britain 
and Scandinavia.

Iggesund Timber
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and Scandinavia, with Italy, Spain, North Africa and the 
Middle East providing complementary markets.

Product and Process Development
Iggesund Timber’s focus on wood processing industries 
places high demands on the complicated drying process, 
in which all free water and some of the water bound in the 
wood cells are released. The company’s research and devel-
opment resources are therefore largely directed towards 
developing drying techniques in close cooperation with high 
schools and universities. Applications based on research 
results are regularly introduced in the company’s modern 
dryers. During the year calculation methods were introdu-
ced to minimise certain drying faults.
 Iggesund Timber shall produce sawn timber that crea-
tes higher customer value than competing products. This is 
possible thanks to special cutting patterns that optimise the 
characteristics of the wood and help to increase the yield, 
allow more efficient production and thus higher capacity 
utilisation at the customer’s.
 Timber is also delivered intended for use as “joinery dry 
timber” i.e. dried to customer specification. This means that 
the sawn timber can be used in production immediately 
without time-consuming drying at the customer’s.
 Through cooperation with customers the company’s 
technical sales personnel ensures that the products delivered 
are optimised for different applications.
 Iggesund Timber’s aim is to continuously improve deli-
very precision, and the volume of just-in-time deliveries to 
its main markets is rising. The company’s business concept 
of delivering direct to industrial users provides environ-
mental benefits as the customised products result in far less 
waste at the customer’s.

A solid wood, lye and oil treated redwood floor fits in well in the other-
wise light and airy interior of  the library at the Copenhagen Architecture 
School.
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Skogg
Operations in 2004
Net turnover amounted to MSEK 3,780 (2003: 3,613).
 The operating profit amounted to MSEK 526 (516). 
The result was favourably affected by higher income from 
property sales, while a lower volume and higher harvesting 
costs had an unfavourable effect on the result.
 As of 2005, Holmen will be affected by new accounting 
principles for forest assets. See page 32.

Market conditions
The demand for pulpwood and chips from mills in Sweden 
was high. List prices for pulpwood rose by just over 5 % 
during the year. Market prices of redwood saw timber were 
unchanged in 2004 while the whitewood saw timber prices 
increased by some 3 %.
 Holmen Skog’s imports of wood increased to 0.5 mil-
lion cubic metres, which was 0.1 million cubic metres up on 
2003.
 The cost of imported wood rose steeply by 25–30 %, 
depending on the range. This was primarily due to strong 

demand and reduced supplies of wood in the Baltic States 
as a consequence of the restrictions on harvesting that have 
been introduced.
 The volume harvested in Holmen’s forests was close to 
the average level for the current ten-year period and during 
the year amounted to 2.6 million cubic metres (2.7).
 The wood harvested is in line with Holmen’s long-term 
harvesting plan, which makes it possible to increase harves-
ting volumes between now and the middle of this century. 
The total volume of wood harvested is expected to have 
increased by then to around 3 million cubic metres per year.
 Wood consumption (net) at Holmen’s mills was un-
changed in relation to 2003, 4.4 million cubic metres.
 Holmen Skog’s sales of wood to outside customers are 
higher than its deliveries to Group mills. The customers 
comprise sawmills and other forest products companies.
 Holmen Skog procured a total of 9.8 million cubic me-
tres (9.7) of wood, of which 5.4 million (5.3) were delivered 
to external customers.

Summary 2004  2003

Net turnover, MSEK  3,780 3,613

  of  which external customers 2,141 2,077

Operating profi t, MSEK  526 516

Operating capital (average), MSEK 6,425 6,430

Return on operating capital, %  8.2 8.0

Cash fl ow before capital expenditure, MSEK  509 593

Capital expenditure, MSEK  21 31

Average number of  employees  408 430 

Wood volumes, million m3 2004  2003

Wood procurement, gross 9.8 9.7

 of  which  

 – from Group forests 2.6 2.7

 – other Swedish procurement 6.7 6.6

 – imports 0.5 0.4

Wood deliveries

 Internal 4.4 4.4

 External 5.4 5.3

Holmen Skog has responsibility for the 
 procurement of wood for the Group’s 
Swedish mills and for managing the 
Group’s forest holdings of one million 
hectares of productive forestland. The 
business involves forestry and wood 
trading. Some 60 % of the procured 
wood is sold to external customers.

Holmen Skog
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The storm in 2005
The storm over southern Sweden in January 2005 had 
relatively little impact on Holmen’s own forests. In all, 
some 50,000 cubic metres of wood were brought down on 
Holmen’s land. However, it will have an immediate effect 
on Holmen Skog as during the late winter months and early 
spring of 2005, the company will transfer much of its har-
vesting capacity from northern Sweden to the south to sup-
port its wood suppliers in their cleaning up activities.
 The effect of the storm on the wood market will be immen-
se as a result of the vast supply of wood that became available 
overnight. Wood prices have been reduced in southern and 
central Sweden, and much of the wood has to be sold to mills 
that are far away from the storm-hit area, both within Sweden 
and abroad. Costs for preparing, transporting and storage will 
be considerably higher than normal. It is estimated that the 
effects of the storm on forestry and the wood market through-
out the Nordic region will be felt for the next two years.

Wood supply in Sweden
An intensive debate went on throughout the year on how 
much wood is available in Sweden for industrial purposes. 
Opinions differed regarding harvesting possibilities in the 
short and long term. 
 In order to create new opportunities for development 
within the forest industry there is reason to take measures 
that will eventually increase growth and with it wood 
production in the forests. In a cautious forecast, leading 
forestry analysts estimate that using well proven methods 
and such measures as improved regeneration, more clean- 
ing, fertilising, and improved seedlings, it would eventually 
be possible to increase harvesting volumes by up to 15 %. 
More focused investments in wood production would give 
considerably more than this.

Research and Development
Holmen Skog plays an active role in Sweden’s forestry devel-
opment. During recent years this has resulted in several new 
solutions for processes such as harvesting and regrowth. 
 Holmen Skog is also involved in a number of research pro-
jects being run under the aegis of the Swedish University of 
Agricultural Sciences. The research is aimed at concentrating 
on getting a coordinated grip on production and the environ-
ment with the aim of cultivating the forests intensively while 
also satisfying the most rigorous environmental demands.

Environmental certification
Holmen’s forestry is certificated in accordance with the PEFC 
and FSC  standards.
 For legal reasons and because of voluntary undertakings 
within the framework of environmental certification, Hol-
men Skog refrains from harvesting some 10 % of the pos-
sible volume. The value of the wood that is not harvested 
for these reasons is approximately MSEK 50 per year.
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The devastating storm in southern Sweden in January 2005 is expected 
to have an impact on forestry in all the Nordic countries for some years 
to come.
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t
Operations in 2004
Net turnover amounted to MSEK 1,258 (2003: MSEK 
1,337).
 The operating result amounted to MSEK 178 (193). 
The deterioration was mainly due to the lower selling 
price of internally generated electricity. The production of 
hydroelectricity at Holmen’s 23 wholly and part-owned 
power stations was 3 % below a normal year’s output and 
amounted to 1,054 GWh (867).
 Holmen’s consumption of electric power in Sweden 
increased to 4,319 GWh (4,154), of which 2,891 GWh 
(2,915), or 67 % of its requirements, were purchased exter-
nally. The remainder was generated by the Group’s hydroe-
lectric power stations (24 %) and by back pressure produc-
tion at the mills (9 %). The self-sufficiency ratio was thus 
33 %.
 The electricity certificates, which were introduced in 
2003, continued to generate income for the forest products 
industry for its biofuel-based back pressure power. 

Holmen’s sales of electricity certificates from back 
pressure production and its own small-scale hydroelectric 
production generated income of some MSEK 67 in 2004, 
which is stated in the respective business area’s accounts.
 The price for electricity, including grid charges, for 
Holmen’s Swedish mills increased by 10 % in relation to 
2003. For 2005 and 2006 the Group’s net consumption has 
been hedged at price levels that will involve higher electri-
city costs than in 2004 as prices adjust to market levels on 
the expiry of favourable hedging contracts. For 2005, 85 % 
of the Swedish requirements has been hedged, for 2006 
approximately 40 %, and for 2007-2011 around one-third.

Market conditions
The year opened with a hydrological deficit of 20 TWh in 
the Nordic region. Water flow volumes in the region were 
slightly higher than normal for 2004 as a whole.
 Towards the end of 2004 water flow volumes into reser-
voirs increased significantly and this trend has continued at 

Holmen Kraft has responsibility for the 
supply of electricity for Holmen’s Swedish 
mills and for the Group’s hydroelectric 
power stations. Holmen’s electricity re-
quirements are met by production in 
wholly and part-owned hydroelectric 
power stations and the mills’ back pres-
sure  turbines, and by buying electricity.

Holmen Kraft

Summary 2004  2003

Net turnover, MSEK  1,258 1,337

  of  which external customers 344 537

Operating profi t, MSEK 178 193

Average number of  employees  9 9

Electric power consumption 
at Group’s units, GWh*  4,319 4,154

Hydroelectric power production, GWh*  1,054 867

Back pressure production, GWh*  374 372

* Relate to Sweden
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Kraftthe beginning of 2005. Around the year-end the hydrologi-
cal balance became positive, rising to more than 10 TWh in 
the first half of January. 
 Well filled reservoirs and the improved hydrological 
situation in Sweden in 2004 resulted in lower Swedish spot 
prices. 
 Forward prices for electricity supplies in 2005 fell sharp-
ly towards the end of the year. Prices for 2006 and subse-
quent years have also fallen. 

Nordic electricity market
The Nordic electricity market is vulnerable to supply-side 
disturbances. This was confirmed, for instance, by the effect 
that recent dry years have had on the price of electricity. 
Consumption has risen year by year and production is get-
ting close to capacity limits. 
 Holmen, like all electricity-intensive industries, is depen-
dent on reliable supplies of electricity at competitive prices.
 A closure of the nuclear reactor Barsebäck 2 in southern 
Sweden in 2005 will impair the balance and consequently 
increase price sensitivity in dry years. Higher production at 
remaining nuclear power stations could offset some of this.

2004 opened with a hydrological deficit. However, conditions improved 
and for 2004 as a whole water flow volumes into Nordic hydro-electric 
power stations’ reservoirs were slightly higher than normal.
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Report of the directors
The Board of directors and the CEO of Holmen Aktiebolag 
(publ), Company Registration number 556001-3301, herewith 
submit their report on the activities of the parent company and 
the Group for 2004. The annual report including the report of 
the auditors, comprises pages 28–65. The result of the year’s acti-
vities and the financial position of the parent company and the 
Group are presented in the Report of the directors and the accom-
panying profit and loss accounts and balance sheets, together 
with the notes and supplementary information. The profit and 
loss accounts and balance sheets of the parent company and the 
Group will require confirming by the Annual General Meeting.

Group relationship
L E Lundbergföretagen AB’s holding of shares in Holmen 
corresponds to 51.9 % of the total votes in the company and 
27.9 % of the capital. Consequently, there is a group relation-
ship between L E Lundbergföretagen and Holmen.

Result
The Group’s net turnover for 2004 amounted to MSEK 15,653 
(2003: 15,816). 
 The operating profit was MSEK 1,860 (2,338). Higher deliv-
ery volumes had a favourable effect on the result, while lower pri-
ces, currency effects and higher costs had an unfavourable effect. 
 Net financial costs for the year as a whole amounted to 
MSEK 206 (cost 212). Lower interest rates offset the costs of a 
higher net debt.
 The Group’s tax cost amounted to MSEK 443 (675), which 
corresponds to 27 % (32) of the pre-tax profit. 
 The profit after tax was MSEK 1,211 (1,451). Earnings 
per share (after dilution) amounted to SEK 14.36 (17.48). The 
return on equity was 8.4 % (9.7).

Markets
Demand for newsprint and magazine paper increased in 2004. 
Deliveries of standard newsprint to Western Europe was 3 %  
higher than in 2003. For MF Magazine the corresponding in-
crease was around 20 %, for SC paper 3 % and for coated print-
ing paper 5 %. Holmen Paper’s deliveries increased by 5 % in 
relation to 2003 as a result of higher sales within Europe. Capaci-
ty utilisation was high but the price level was lower than last year.
 Demand for virgin fibre-based paperboard was stable in 
Europe. Deliveries from European producers increased in 2004 
by 5 %, to a great extent outside Europe. Iggesund Paperboard’s 
deliveries were 4 % higher than in 2003 as a result of increased 
sales outside Europe. Capacity utilisation was high and prices 
were stable.

Expected future development
The stronger demand for newsprint and magazine paper in 
Europe in 2004 has meant that capacity utilisation is very high. 
At the time of writing, price negotiations are in progress and 
it can be noted that there will be an increase for 2005. Paper-
board is still enjoying stable demand and here too negotiations 
are taking place on price increases.
 Global demand has been strong, which creates a sound en-
vironment for relatively high exports from European produc-
ers, primarily to Asia. However, despite price increases, the 
profitability of exports has deteriorated as a result of the con-
tinuing weakness of the US dollar.
 When it comes to costs, Holmen is affected by rising electri-
city prices and the effects that higher oil prices have on the costs 
of distribution, certain chemicals and other kinds of energy. 
As far as the cost of wood is concerned, it is expected to be a 
considerable uncertainty after the extensive storm damage in 
southern Sweden. Although Holmen’s forests were only slightly 
damaged, the indirect consequences for the Swedish wood mar-
ket will be great. In the short term, wood prices will fall, but in 
the medium term, there is likely to be imbalance on the market, 
which makes it difficult to determine the effects.

Factors affecting the result
Income. Holmen’s income is generated for the most part by the 
invoiced sale of newsprint and magazine paper, paperboard 
and sawn timber. Historically, the demand for these mature 
products has followed the movements in the general state of the 
economy. The result is affected by the competitiveness of the 
products, but also by the balance on the market for them, and 
its effects on prices and deliveries.

Sensitivity of result*, MSEK

Newsprint and magazine paper  80
Paperboard  50
Sawn timber  3

*  Estimated effect on the operating result, on an annual basis, of a one per     
cent change in prices

Costs. Holmen’s cost items are wood, recovered paper, energy, 
chemicals, delivery costs and other variable production costs, 
to which should be added the cost of personnel, maintenance 
and capital. After deduction of income from company forest 
and power the costs break down as follows (see page 30). 
Changes in electricity prices will have an impact when price- 
hedges expire.
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Sensitivity of result*, MSEK

Wood  9
Recovered paper  5
Energy  10
Chemicals  11
Delivery costs  13
Other variable costs  10
Personnel  24
Other fixed costs  18

*  Estimated effect on the operating result, on an annual basis, of a one per 
cent change in prices

Currencies. Holmen’s result is influenced by changes in 
exchange rates, mainly because a significant proportion of the 
sales are invoiced in other currencies than the costs. In order to 
reduce exposure financial hedges are made (see pages 34–35). 
Changes in exchange rates have a full impact on the Group’s 
result after these financial hedges, if any, have expired.

Sensitivity of result*, MSEK

Change in exchange rate against EUR 50
 GBP 10
 USD 9

*  Estimated effect on the result, on an annual basis, of a one per cent 
change in exchange rates against SEK, calculated without taking into 
account currency hedges

Capital expenditure
The Group’s capital expenditure amounted to MSEK 1,291 
(755). Depreciation according to plan amounted to 
MSEK 1,188 (1,166).
 Holmen’s Board decided on 3 February 2004 to go ahead 
with the project to build a new recycled fibre-based newsprint 
machine at Holmen Paper Madrid in Spain. The machine, which 
will have an annual capacity of 300,000 tonnes, will cost some 
SEK 2.8 billion and is to be brought into production at the begin-
ning of 2006. At the same time, the investment will make it pos-
sible to produce higher added value products on other machines, 
especially of lightly coated magazine paper on the existing ma-
chine in Spain. This means that around half of the total addition-
al capacity is newsprint, while the rest of the increase will be in 
other, value added products within Holmen Paper.
 Ground and building work began in April and is running 
according to the agreed budget and time schedule. The invest-
ment includes in addition to the machine and the building to 
house it an automated reel store. In 2004 MSEK 623 was inves-
ted at Holmen Paper Madrid.
 Major investments at Iggesund Paperboard consisted of a 
third coating station on the paperboard machine KM 1 at Igge-
sunds Bruk and an upgrade of Workington’s paperboard ma-
chine BM 2. The two projects amounted to some MSEK 300.

Financing
The cash flow from current operations amounted to MSEK 
2,331 (2,443), and the cash absorbed by investment activities 
amounted to MSEK 1,195 (726). Dividend of MSEK 3,199 
(880) was paid during the second quarter.
 The Group’s net financial debt amounted to MSEK 4,941 
(3,369). Financial liabilities and interest-bearing provisions 
amounted to MSEK 5,400, of which MSEK 2,408 were short 
term. Financial assets amounted to MSEK 459. The financing 
is secured by unutilized committed long-term credit facilities of 
some MSEK 5,200.
 The debt/equity ratio was 0.36 (0.22). The equity ratio was 
52.1 % (58.3).
 In 1998, Holmen issued a convertible debenture loan and 
warrants to the personnel at market prices. Conversion into 
and subscription for Holmen Series ”B” shares took place 
during the first quarter of 2004. Then the equity increased by 
MSEK 474. Subsequently there are no outstanding convertibles 
or warrants.

Dividend and share buy-back
The Board proposes that the Annual General Meeting on 
5 April 2005 resolve in favour of paying a dividend of SEK 10 
per share. The proposed dividend totals some MSEK 848. Last 
year an ordinary dividend of SEK 10 and an extra dividend of 
SEK 30 per share were paid. 
 At the AGM held on 30 March 2004, the Board was 
mandated to make decisions to acquire up to 10 % of the 
company’s shares. This mandate has not been exercised. The 
Board proposes that also the 2005 AGM mandate the Board to 
buy back and transfer shares in the company.

Tax cases
The County Administrative Court has decided in favour of the 
appeal lodged by Holmen’s subsidiary MoDo Capital, thereby 
rescinding the tax authority’s decision to raise the company’s 
tax assessment by MSEK 538. Holmen has not made any provi-
sion in its accounts for tax costs related to the said decision and 
the Court’s verdict will therefore have no effect on the result. 
The tax authority has appealed the County Administrative 
Court’s decision to the Administrative Court of Appeal.
 The tax authority’s decision of December 2003, involving 
an increase in tax of more than MSEK 700, has been reviewed 
and revoked by the tax authority, which has, however, reverted 
to the case with a petition to the County Administrative Court 
as it considers that the company’s tax charge for the 1999-2002 
assessment years should be increased by some MSEK 400.  
Holmen will contest the petition. In this case too, Holmen has 
not made any provision for tax costs.
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Employees
The average number of employees in the Group was 4,897 
(4,927).
 At Holmen Paper Wargön the number of employees was 
reduced by 60, mainly by releasing temporary employees and 
through normal and contractual retirement.
 Holmen Paper Hallsta launched a cost-cutting programme 
in the autumn. This will lead to a cost reduction of MSEK 50 
per year once the measures have their full effect in the second 
half of 2005. By the autumn of 2005, the mill will have reduced 
the number of positions from around 1,000 to some 900 in a 
year.
 The average number of employees at Holmen Paper Madrid 
will increase during 2005 in connection with the investment 
there. In 2004 the number was around 280 and this is expected 
to rise by approximately 100 by the time the project has been 
completed.
 Sick leave at Holmen’s Swedish units fell from 6.5 % in 
2003 to 5.7 % in 2004. The immediate aim is to cut this figure 
further to the 1998 level of 4.8 %.
 At the beginning of 2005 the Holmen Inblick employee atti-
tude survey will be carried out for the second time. The result 
of this will be a valuable tool in the efforts to make Holmen an 
even better employer. The first survey in 2003 confirmed that 
Holmen was on the right path, but it also provided information 
for use in action plans designed to overcome the shortcomings 
that had been identified. These activities continued in 2004.

Research and Development
The total cost of Holmen’s research and development 
amounted to some MSEK 100 (2003: around 100). Research 
and development is decentralised with responsibility resting on 
each individual business area. (See also page 10.)

Environment
The environmental aspects of Holmen’s activities are regulated 
by law and permits in each individual country. Holmen’s envi-
ronmental policy serves as the basis for the allocation of envi-
ronmental responsibility and the organisation and management 
of its environmental activities. At Holmen’s production faci-
lities regulations of various kinds are integrated as important 
components in the planning of production and investments.
 Holmen’s mills maintain high environmental standards. 
This is the result of investments in process and effluent treat-
ment equipment as well as of the continuous improvement acti-
vities within the framework of each unit’s environmental man-
agement system and the statutory supervisory control.

Activities in Sweden. At the end of 2004 Holmen had activities 
requiring permits at seven mills. Three of these have environ-
mental permits in accordance with the Environmental Protection 
Act and three have permits in accordance with the Environmen-
tal Code. The seventh unit, Ströms Bruk, is expected to be reclas-
sified as an activity having a registration obligation in 2005. The 
units’ sales accounted for 67 % of the Group’s net turnover.

In 2004, some 20 employees participated in the Holmen International Management Programme, the aim of  which is, for instance, to create a common 
approach to strategic issues. Speakers included Holmen’s Chairman Fredrik Lundberg and its President and CEO Magnus Hall. They are seen here flanked 
by Håkan Vestergaard, Holmen Paper Braviken, and Yasmina Sefrin, Holmen Papiers France (both seated) and Felix Koh, Iggesund Paperboard Asia’s sales 
office in Singapore, and Jorge Sierra, Holmen Paper Madrid.
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 The main environmental impact of the mills is caused by 
emissions into air and water as well as by noise and waste.
 The Braviken and Wargön pulp and paper mills received 
permits in 2002 in accordance with the Environmental Code. 
The Skärnäs terminal has had an environmental permit in 
accordance with the Environmental Code since 1999. The 
Hallsta mill has held a new permit on the basis of the Environ-
mental Protection Act since 2000. Iggesunds Bruk received a 
new permit in 2003 in accordance with the same act. The com-
pany appealed against the decision – in the case of emissions 
into water – to the Supreme Court, but its appeal was rejected. 
 The Iggesund Sawmill has held a permit in accordance 
with the Environmental Protection Act since 1994. Holmen 
Kraft generates electricity at Holmen’s wholly and part-owned 
hydroelectric power stations. The permits that all the power 
stations hold under the terms of the Water Act include environ-
mental conditions.
 At the end of 2004, the Group’s Swedish activities in the 
forests and at its pulp and paper mills were certificated in 
accordance with ISO 14001. Its forestry activities were also 
certificated in accordance with FSC and PEFC.
 During the year, there were a few cases of limits being 
exceeded, incidents and complaints at the mills and in the 
forestry activities. The deviations had no effect on the result 
and were rectified with the aid of corrective measures in the 
environmental management systems.

Activities outside Sweden. Of the Group’s operations outside Swe-
den, the mills in Workington, England, and Madrid, Spain, can 
be assumed to give rise to some form of environmental impact. 
Their sales accounted for 14 % of the Group’s net turnover.
 In 2002, Workington received an environmental permit 
under the terms of the EU’s IPPC directive, and Holmen Paper 
Madrid received a permit from the local environmental author-
ity in Madrid. The process of harmonising the permit with the 
IPPC directive has been going on since the autumn of that year. 
The decision, which will cover both existing and newly-built 
facilities, is expected during the first half of 2005.
 The businesses at Workington and Holmen Paper Madrid 
are certificated in accordance with ISO 14001.

Environmental Report. A report of Holmen’s environmental acti-
vities in 2004 is provided in “Holmen and its World 2004”. 
The complete environmental report is available at www.hol-
men.com. “Holmen and its World 2004” will be published at 
the beginning of April. Neither the online environmental report 
nor “Holmen and its World 2004” have been examined by 
external auditors.

International Financial Reporting Standards 
(IFRS)
As of 1 January 2005, Holmen is applying the IFRS in its con-
solidated financial statements in compliance with an EU direc-
tive that applies to all listed companies in the EU.
 In the 2005 financial reports, the comparative figures for 
2004 will also be converted in accordance with IFRS.
 In 2002, Holmen launched an internal project to bring 
about the necessary adjustments to systems and procedures. 
The most important differences in relation to the present 
accounting principles are the following:
 IAS 19 (Employee benefits) has been applied by Holmen 
since 2003. The transitional rules require that unstated actua-
rial gains and losses in respect of benefit-determined pension 
plans be stated at zero as of 1 January 2004. This means that 
the pension deficit (difference between pension assets and the 
commitments made in benefit-determined pension plans) is 
estimated to decline by MSEK 65, which will reduce net debt 
by the same amount. After a deduction for deferred tax, equity 
will increase by MSEK 47.
 IAS 39 (Financial Instruments: Recognition and measure-
ment) is to be applied as of 1 January 2005, but not for con-
version of comparative figures for 2004. As far as Holmen is 
concerned, this means that the market value of financial instru-
ments classified as hedges shall be stated in the balance sheet. 
This is expected to result in an increase of some MSEK 60 in 
net financial debt and an increase in equity, after deduction of 
deferred tax, of around MSEK 30. Holmen intends to apply 
hedge accounting which means that results from hedging will 
be reported in essentially the same way as previously.
 IAS 41 (Agriculture) stipulates that growing forest is to be 
stated at its fair value in each periods accounts. Changes in this 
value will be included in the result of the period. The value of 
growing forest shall reflect the present value of future net cash 
flows. This is expected to mean that the value of Holmen’s 
forest assets in the opening balance sheet will rise from SEK 6.3 
billion to SEK 8.8 billion. The deferred tax liability in respect of 
forest assets will also increase, from SEK 1.7 billion to SEK 2.4 
billion, and equity will increase by SEK 1.8 billion. The effect 
on the operating result for 2004 is estimated to improve by 
around MSEK 70.
 IFRS 3 (Business Combinations) means that Holmen will 
no longer amortise the goodwill arising in connection with 
the acquisition of Holmen Paper Madrid in 2000 according 
to plan. This goodwill will instead be tested for impairment 
annually to determine the amortisation requirement, if any. In 
the opening balance, this means that the goodwill in Holmen’s 
balance sheet will amount to MSEK 528. The operating result 
for 2004 will improve by MSEK 32.
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 Given that in most areas Swedish accounting rules are rela-
tively similar to the existing IFRS rules, Holmen’s assessment 
is that at the time of writing any other effects on the financial 
statements will not be significant. However, it should be noted 
that in many respects IFRS requires more detailed supplemen-
tary information than the current Swedish rules.

Corporate Governance
Legislation and articles of association. Holmen AB has in the first 
instance to apply the Swedish Companies Act and the rules 
that apply by virtue of the shares being listed on the Stockholm 
Stock Exchange. Moreover, Holmen shall in the conduct of its 
business follow the rules in the company’s articles of associa-
tion, which are available on Holmen’s website. A Swedish code 
of corporate governance was put forward in December 2004. 
The Stockholm Stock Exchange has stated that it intends to 
introduce the code in its regulatory framework in 2005.

Annual General Meeting. The notice convening the Annual Gene-
ral Meeting shall be sent out no earlier than 6 and no later than 
4 weeks before the Meeting. The notice contains information 
on applications and rights to participate and vote at the Mee-
ting, a numbered agenda for the Meeting, information on the 
dividend proposal and the essence of other proposals. Share-
holders or proxies are entitled to vote for all the shares they 
own or represent.
 Proposals to be dealt with at the Meeting should be address-
ed to the Board and sent well in advance of the date for sending 
the Notice of Meeting. Minutes of the Meeting will be sent to 
those shareholders who so request and they will be available on 
the company’s website after the 2005 Annual General Meeting. 
Further information on the 2005 Annual General Meeting is 
provided on page 70.

Board of directors. The members of the Board of directors 
are elected annually by the Annual General Meeting for the 
period until next year’s Annual General Meeting. There is no 
rule regulating how long a member may serve on the Board 
of directors. Nominations are the responsibility of a Nomina-
tions Committee consisting of Fredrik Lundberg, Carl Kempe 
and Arne Mårtensson, who together represent more than two-
thirds of the votes in the company.
 In addition to the members elected by the Annual General 
Meeting, the local trade union organisations are statutorily 
entitled to appoint 3 members and 3 deputy members.
 The Board elected Fredrik Lundberg as chairman and Carl 
Kempe as deputy chairman at its statutory meeting in 2004. 
 Holmen’s Board consists of 9 members elected by the Annual 
General Meeting and 3 representatives of the employees, together 

with an equal number of deputy members. The members elec-
ted by the Annual General Meeting include persons associated 
with Holmen’s major shareholders – L E Lundbergföretagen, the 
Kempe Foundations and Handelsbanken – and other members 
who are independent of them. The CEO is the only Board mem-
ber who has an operative position in the company.
 According to Stockholm Stock Exchange’s definition, the 
number of Board members elected by the AGM who are inde-
pendent in relation to the company is 6 and the number of Board 
members who are independent of the company’s major sharehol-
ders is 3, who all of them fulfil the Stockholm Stock Exchange’s 
requirements of experience.
 Employees of the company participate in Board meetings  
for business presentations. The secretary of the Board is the 
legal counsel. 
 In 2004 the Board held 9 meetings, 4 of them in connection 
with the publication of the company’s quarterly reports. One 
meeting was devoted to strategic business planning, one to visiting 
and studying the company’s forest and electrical power opera-
tions and one to the Group’s budget for 2005. During the year, 
the Board devoted particular attention to strategic, financial and 
accounting issues, the ongoing investment project in Madrid and 
other major investment matters. On 2 occasions, the company’s 
auditors reported direct to the Board on their observations from 
their examination of the financial statements and their opinion 
regarding the company’s internal procedures and control systems.
 In its work, the Board adheres to a plan intended to ensure 
that it receives all the information it requires. The Board has 
adopted a written set of rules for its procedures and issued  
written instructions regarding the distribution of responsibility 
between the Board and the CEO, as well as the information 
that the Board should receive regularly in respect of financial 
progress and other important events.
 The members of the Board are presented on pages 66–67.

Senior management. The Board has delegated operative 
responsibility for the management of the company and the 
Group to the company’s CEO.
 Holmen’s senior management has 11 members: the CEO, 
the heads of the 5 business areas and the heads of the 5 Group 
staffs. The senior management met on 11 occasions in 2004. 
The meetings dealt with the financial results, and reports before 
and after meetings of the Board, for instance matters pertaining 
to business planning, budgets, capital expenditure and poli-
cies were also dealt with frequently, as were reviews of market, 
economic and other external factors that have an impact on 
the business. Projects at business area and staff level were also 
discussed and decided upon. The members of the senior mana-
gement are presented on pages 68–69.
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Remuneration. The Board’s fee is decided by the Annual General 
Meeting. The Board has appointed a remuneration committee 
that consists of Fredrik Lundberg and Hans Larsson. The remu-
neration committee is mandated to prepare matter pertaining to 
compensation and other terms of employment for the CEO and 
to submit proposals to the Board for decision. Compensation 
and other terms of employment of company officers who report 
direct to the CEO are determined by him in accordance with a 
wage policy decided by the remuneration committee. The Group 
applies the principle that compensation issues require the appro-
val of each manager’s manager in consultation with the relevant 
personnel manager.
 Information on remuneration is provided in Note 23 on 
pages 60–61. 
 There are no incentive programmes in the form of option or 
bonus programmes for senior management. A programme in 
which all employees were invited to buy convertibles or warrants 
on equal terms at market price was introduced in 1998 and expi-
red in the spring of 2004. In 2002, around 40 senior managers 
were invited to acquire call options issued by Holmen’s largest 
shareholder, L E Lundbergföretagen, at market price. 

Audit. The audit firm KPMG Bohlins was appointed by the 
2004 Annual General Meeting as the company’s auditor for a 
period of 4 years. KPMG handles the audits for Holmen AB 
and almost all of its subsidiaries. KPMG has been Holmen’s 
auditor since 1995.
 An audit of the accounts is made for the January-Septem-
ber period. Internal procedures and control systems are mainly 
audited in the second quarter and then continue on a regular 
basis. The year-end accounts and the annual report are exam-
ined in January and February. Holmen has not appointed an 
audit committee. The Board as a whole has responsibility for 
auditing matters. In 2004, the auditors submitted a report to 
the full Board on 2 occasions and in addition to the Chairman 
of the Board and the CEO on 2 occasions and to the CEO on a 
further occasion. 
 Apart from the audit contract, Holmen has engaged KPMG 
for consultation on taxation and accounting, as well as investi-
gations concerning major projects and, in some countries, on 
matters pertaining to business law. The amount of compensa-
tion paid to KPMG is specified in Note 23 on page 60.

Investor relations. Holmen’s information to shareholders is 
provided by means of the annual report, year-end and interim 
reports, in Holmen Business Report, its company magazine, 
and on the company’s website, which also contains reports, 
press releases and presentations for the past years.

Financial risk management 
The Group’s financial activities and management of financial 
risks are centralised to Group Finance. The activities are carried 
out on the basis of the financial policy established by the Board 
and are characterised by a low level of risk. The aim is to minimi-
se the Group’s capital costs by using suitable means of financing 
and to effectively manage and control the Group’s financial risks.

Currency risk

Transaction exposure. Holmen has a significant proportion of 
its sales in other currencies than its costs. In order to reduce 
the effect of currency fluctuations on the result, Holmen hed-
ges its net currency flows by means of currency forwards or 
options. The net currency flows in euro, sterling and US dollar 
for the coming 4 months are always hedged. This normally cor-
responds to accounts receivable and outstanding orders. The 
Board can decide to hedge the flows for a longer period if this 
is deemed suitable in the light of product profitability, compet-
itive position and currency situation.
 At the beginning of 2004, the Group had hedged most of 
the estimated currency flows in euro and some of the flows in 
sterling and US dollar for 2004. The result of currency hedges 
is recognised in the operating result upon maturity. In 2004, 
there was a profit of MSEK 218 (460). At the end of 2004 some 
65 % of the estimated net currency flows for 2005 were hedged, 
see table below. The value of hedges not yet recognised in the 
accounts amounted to MSEK 145.

Transaction exposure, 31 December 2004, MSEK

 12 months  Hedges* 
 estimated net flows Nominal  % of flow Average rate
EUR 4,950 4,100 83 9.37 
GBP 950 300 32 12.89
USD 900 300 34 7.16
Other 350 0  
Total 7,150 4,700 65 

* All hedges relate to 2005

Translation exposure. The consolidated result is affected by 
changes in exchange rates when the results of foreign sub-
sidiary companies are translated into Swedish kronor. This 
exposure is not normally hedged.
 The consolidated equity is affected by changes in exchange 
rates when the assets and liabilities of foreign subsidiaries are 
translated into Swedish kronor. The need for hedging of this 
exposure (known as equity hedging) is judged from case to 
case, and hedges are arranged on the basis of the value of net 
assets at Group level. The hedges take the form of currency for-
wards or foreign currency loans.
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Net assets and equity-hedge at 31 December 2004, MSEK

 Net assets Equity-hedge
EUR 1,275 1,270
GBP 1,364 127
Other 26 

Currency differences arising from the translation of net foreign 
assets amounted to minus MSEK 13 in 2004, while the profit 
on the equity-hedges was MSEK 10, both of which have been 
taken direct to consolidated equity. 

Financing risk

Holmen reduces the risk that raising capital and refinancing of 
maturing loans will be difficult or expensive by spreading the 
maturities of its financial liabilities and by having committed 
credit facilities available. The Group has unutilised commit-
ted credit facilities of MEUR 500 available until 2007 and an 
agreed credit of MEUR 80 that is linked to the ongoing invest-
ment project in Spain.
 Holmen’s net financial debt at 31 December 2004  
amounted to MSEK 4,941, of which financial liabilities and 
interest-bearing provisions amounted to MSEK 5,400, while 
short-term placements and cash and bank amounted to 
MSEK 401 and financial receivables to MSEK 58.
 The maturity structure of the financial debt and binding 
long-term credit facilities is shown in Note 19 on page 58.
 The financing was arranged during the year mainly via 
Holmen’s Swedish commercial paper programme within a limit 
of MSEK 6,000 and via a Swedish Medium Term Note pro-
gramme with a limit of MSEK 4,000. As of 31 December 2004, 
MSEK 1,096 was outstandig within the commercial paper pro-
gramme and MSEK 2,266 within the MTN programme.
 Holmen has a BBB+ long-term corporate credit rating and 
an A-2/K-1 short-term rating with stable outlook from Stan-
dard & Poor’s, the credit rating agency.

Interest risk

The Group’s financing costs are affected by changes in the mar-
ket interest rate. The interest rate duration of the Group’s finan-
cial assets and liabilities is normally short. The Board can decide 
to lengthen the duration in order to limit the effect of a rise in 
interest rates. 
 During the year, the duration varied between 16 and 25 
months. It was 24 months at the end of 2004. Derivatives in the 
form of interest rate swaps and FRAs are used to manage the 
duration without altering the underlying loans.
 Calculated on the basis of the interest rate duration on the 
net debt at 31 December 2004, a one percentage point change in 
the market interest rate would affect the result for 2005 by some 
MSEK 17. In the longer term, the change in interest rates would 

have an impact on the whole of the net debt. The duration and 
average interest rate on the net financial debt are shown in Note 
19 on page 58.

Raw materials

In order to reduce its exposure to changes in electricity prices, the 
Group makes use of physical supply agreements at fixed prices 
and financial hedging. The result of the financial hedges is taken 
into the accounts as and when they expire and amounted to 
MSEK 58 in 2004. The market value of financial hedges out- 
standing at 31 December 2004 was a deficit of MSEK 37.
 In 2004, Holmen’s net consumption of electricity in Swe-
den amounted to some 2,900 GWh. Of the Group’s estimated 
net consumption of electricity in Sweden for 2005 some 85 % 
has been hedged, for 2006 around 40 % and for 2007-2011 
approximately one-third.
 There is an OTC market for trading in financial contracts 
based on certain paper and pulp products. Holmen has so far 
made only limited use of these markets to hedge prices in con-
nection with sales or purchases.

Credit risks

Financial credit risk. The Group’s financial transactions give rise 
to credit risks in relation to financial counterparties. The risk of 
a counterparty not meeting its commitments is limited by selec-
ting creditworthy counterparties, limiting exposure to individual 
counterparties, and by the use of ISDA and FEMA agreements.
 As at 31 December 2004, the Group had outstanding deri-
vative contracts for a nominal value of SEK 12.5 billion and a 
market value of MSEK 70. Calculated in accordance with the 
Swedish Financial Supervisory Authority’s guidelines for financi-
al institutions, Holmen’s total counterparty risk on its derivative 
instruments would amount to MSEK 290 at 31 December 2004.

Customer credit risk. The risk that the Group’s customers will 
not fulfil their payment obligations is limited by obtaining credit 
reports on their financial position from credit agencies and, in 
some cases, by insuring accounts receivable against credit losses. 
As of 31 December 2004, some 15 % of the Group’s accounts 
receivable were insured against credit losses.

Insurance

Holmen insures its mills against property damage and sequential 
loss. The level of risk accepted varies from one mill to another, 
but is maximised at MSEK 46 for any one loss. The Group’s 
forests are not insured as they are widely dispersed throughout 
the country and the risk of simultaneous damage over large areas 
of the forestland is therefore estimated to be small.
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Profit and loss account
GROUP, MSEK    2004  2003

Net turnover Note 1   15,653  15,816
Other operating income Note 2   414  423
Change in inventory of  finished products
and work in progress    95  –73

     16,162  16,166

Raw materials, goods for resale 
and consumables Note 3  –7,534  –7,392
Personnel costs Note 23 –2,420  –2,365
Other external costs   –3,185 –13,139 –2,899 –12,656
Depreciation according to plan Note 4   –1,188  –1,166
Interest in earnings of  associate companies Note 5   25  –6

Operating profit Note 1   1,860  2,338

Net financial items Note 6   –206  –212

Profit after financial items    1,654  2,126

Tax  Note 7   –443   –675

Profit for the year      1,211   1,451

Earnings per share, SEK Note 8

Before dilution    14.49   18.14
After dilution    14.36   17.48

Dividend per share, SEK

Ordinary    10.00 *  10.00
Extra    –   30.00

* Proposal of the Board

   
NET TURNOVER, MSEK  2004 2003 2002 2001 2000

Holmen Paper  7,814 7,788 8,164 8,757 7,618  
Iggesund Paperboard  4,877 4,920 4,850 4,467 4,186
Iggesund Timber  492 510 572 712 762
Holmen Skog  3,780 3,613 3,538 3,982 4,117
Holmen Kraft  1,258 1,337 1,120 1,108 1,110
   18,221 18,168 18,244 19,026 17,793

Intra-group sales  –2,568 –2,352 –2,163 –2,371 –2,638
   15,653 15,816 16,081 16,655 15,155

OPERATING PROFIT, MSEK

Holmen Paper  455 747 1,664 2,410 1,389
Iggesund Paperboard  809 1,001 818 455 569
Iggesund Timber  5 18 –6 –79 –116
Holmen Skog  526 516 450 455 466
Holmen Kraft  178 193 –26 49 99
Group central costs and other  –113 –137 –187 –224 –112

   1,860 2,338 2,713 3,066 2,295
Items affecting comparability  – – – –620 2,023
Divested activities  – – – – 524

   1,860 2,338 2,713 2,446 4,842
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Net turnover
Net turnover for 2004 amounted to MSEK 15,653 (15,816). 
Holmen Paper’s sales were largely unchanged in relation to 
last year. Lower prices were offset by higher delivery volumes. 
Iggesund Paperboard’s sales decreased slightly, mainly owing to 
lower prices.
 The value of sales to customers outside Sweden represented 
77 % (76) of turnover.

Operating result
The operating profit amounted to MSEK 1,860 (2,338).
 Holmen Paper’s profit was MSEK 455 (747). The decline is 
due to lower prices, unfavourable currency effects, and higher 
cost of wood and energy. Higher delivery volumes contained 
the decline in the result.
 Iggesund Paperboard’s profit amounted to MSEK 809 
(1,001). Deliveries rose, while changes to the product mix and 
market mix, unfavourable currency effects and higher mainte-
nance costs had an adverse impact on the result.
 Iggesund Timber’s profit was MSEK 5 (18). The deteriora-
tion is due to lower prices and the higher cost of saw timber. 
Increased deliveries and lower fixed costs contained the decline 
in the result.
 Holmen Skog’s profit amounted to MSEK 526 (516). The 
result was favourably affected by higher income from forest-
land sales, while a lower volume and higher harvesting costs 
had an unfavourable effect on the result.
 Holmen Kraft’s profit amounted to MSEK 178 (193). The 
result was affected by the lower price at which company-gene-
rated electric power was sold, although this has largely been 
offset by higher production.

Profit after financial items
The profit after net financial items was MSEK 1,654 (2,126).
 Net financial costs amounted to MSEK 206 (cost: 212). 
Lower interest rates offset the costs of a higher net debt. The 
average rate of interest paid by the Group on its debt was 
4.3 % (5.0).

Net profit after tax 
The profit for the year after tax was MSEK 1,211 (1,451).The 
Group’s tax charge amounted to MSEK 443 (charge 675).

Key ratios
The operating margin was 11.7 % (14.8). The return on capital 
employed was 9.8 % (12.3) and the return on equity was 8.4 % 
(9.7). Earnings per share after dilution amounted to SEK 14.36 
(17.48).

Net turnover
Operating margin
Excl divested activities and items 
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GROUP, at 31 December, MSEK  2004 2003
ASSETS
Fixed assets
Intangible fixed assets
Goodwill Note 9 491 528
Other intangible fixed assets Note 9 34 24
Advance payments to suppliers   2 4
   527 556
Tangible fixed assets
Forestland  Note 10 6,301 6,301
Buildings, other land and land installations  Note 10 2,339 2,448
Machinery and equipment  Note 10 9,015 9,468
Fixed plants under construction and advance payments   699 61
   18,354 18,278

Financial fixed assets
Shares and participations
   Associate companies Note 11 1,668 1,680
   Other shares and participations Note 11 86 87
Deferred tax receivable  Note 7 304 295
Financial receivables  Note 11 58 45
Other long-term receivables  Note 11 20 44
   2,136 2,151
   21,017 20,985
Current assets
Inventories etc  Note 12 2,399 2,204
Current receivables
Current tax receivable  Note 7 23 26
Operating receivables  Note 13 2,727 2,513
Short-term placements  Note 14 34 60
Cash and bank Note 14 367 570
   5,550 5,373

   26,567 26,358

EQUITY AND LIABILITIES
Equity
Restricted equity
Share capital  Note 15 4,238 3,999
Restricted reserves   4,349 4,249
Non-restricted equity
Non-restricted reserves  3,939 5,555
Profit for the year   1,211 1,451
   13,737 15,254

Minority interest   112 112

Provisions
Interest-bearing
   Pension provisions  Note 17 367 384
Non-interest-bearing
    Tax provisions Note 7
       Deferred tax liability   4,476 4,557
       Other tax provisions  69 67
     Other provisions  Note 18 266 233
   5,178 5,241
Liabilities
Financial liabilities Note 19
    Long term   2,625 1,530
    Short term   2,408 2,130
Current tax liability Note 7 170 46
Operating liabilities  Note 20 2,337 2,045
   7,540 5,751

   26,567 26,358

Pledged assets  Note 21 1,661 1,642
Contingent liabilities  Note 22 1,258 1,674

Balance sheet
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Fixed assets
The Group’s total fixed assets increased by MSEK 32 to 
MSEK 21,017 in 2004.
 Tangible fixed assets increased by MSEK 76 to MSEK 18,354. 
The assets consist mainly of facilities for the production of 
printing paper, paperboard and sawn timber, as well as forest-
land and hydroelectric power stations.
 Financial fixed assets decreased by MSEK 15 to MSEK 2,136 
and mainly consist of interests in hydroelectric power assets in 
Sweden, interests in recovered paper collection companies in 
Spain, and deferred tax receivable.
 Intangible fixed assets declined by MSEK 29 to MSEK 527 
and mainly consist of goodwill arising on the acquisition of 
Holmen Paper Madrid, the Spanish newsprint mill, in 2000.

Working capital
Closing working capital amounted to MSEK 2,642 and con-
sists mainly of inventories of MSEK 2,399, accounts receivable 
of MSEK 2,324 and liabilities to suppliers of MSEK 1,504.

Provisions
The Group’s provisions decreased by MSEK 63 to MSEK 5,178.

Net financial debt
The net financial debt amounted to MSEK 4,941 and consisted 
of financial assets of MSEK 459, financial liabilities of  
MSEK 5,033, and interest-bearing provisions of MSEK 367.

Minority interests 
Minority interests amounted to MSEK 112 and relate to  
Iggesund Kraft AB.

Equity
Equity decreased by MSEK 1,517 and amounted to  
MSEK 13,737 (15,254) at 31 December 2004. The change is 
mainly due to the net profit for the year of MSEK 1,211 and  
the payment of dividend of MSEK 3,199.

Key ratios
The closing debt/equity ratio was 0.36 (0.22). The closing 
equity ratio was 52.1 per cent (58.3).

   Restricted  Non-restricted Profit for  
Group, MSEK Share capital reserves  reserves the year Total
Opening balance 1 January 2003 3,999 3,890 5,225 1,959 15,073
Transfer of  profit for 2002 – – 1,959 –1,959 –
Effect of  application of  new accounting  
principles for remuneration of  employees – – –274 – –274
Dividend paid – – –880 – –880
Currency differences, foreign Group and associate companies – –116 – – –116
Transfers between restricted and non-restricted equity – 475 –475 – –
Profit for the year – – – 1,451 1,451
Closing balance 31 December 2003 3,999 4,249 5,555  1,451 15,254

Transfer of  profit for 2003 – – 1,451 –1,451 –
Rights issue through conversion and subscription 239 235 – – 474
Dividend paid
 Ordinary – – –800 – –800 
 Extra   –2,399  –2,399
Currency differences, foreign Group and associate companies – –3 – – –3
Transfers between restricted and non-restricted equity – –132 132 – –
Profit for the year – – – 1,211 1,211
Closing balance 31 December 2004 4,238 4,349 3,939 1,211 13,737

Specification of  accumulated currency differences in the accounts of  foreign businesses are specified with effect from 1 January 1999.

Specification of accumulated currency differences in equity
  2004  2003
Opening accumulated currency difference  75  191
Currency differences for the year, foreign subsidiary companies –13  –122
Effect for the year of  currency hedging of  net  
investments in foreign subsidiary companies (incl. tax effect) 10 –3 6 –116
Closing accumulated currency differences  72  75

Change in equity
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Cash flow analysis
GROUP, MSEK 2004 2003

Profit after financial items 1,654 2,126
Adjustments for items not included in cash flow etc* 1,123 1,169

  2,777  3,295
Tax paid –378 –727

Cash flow from current operations before changes in working capital  2,399 2,568

Cash flow from changes in working capital 
 Change in inventories –193 42
 Change in operating receivables –198 106
 Change in operating liabilities 323 –273
Cash flow from current operations 2,331 2,443

INVESTMENT ACTIVITIES
Acquisition of  subsidiaries – –19
Acquisition of  fixed assets –1,291 –736
Sale of  fixed assets 96 29
Cash flow from investment activities –1,195 –726

FINANCING ACTIVITIES
Change in financial  liabilities** 1,387 –899
Rights issue through conversion and subscription*** 474 –
Dividend paid –3,199 –880
Cash flow from financing activities –1,338 –1,779

Cash flow for the year –202 –62
Opening Cash and bank 570 634
Currency effects –1 –2
Closing Cash and bank 367 570

 *  The adjustments consist primarily of depreciation according to plan, capital gains/losses  
on sales of fixed assets and interest in earnings of associate companies

 ** Conversion of debenture loan of MSEK –360 (–) is included

 *** Conversion of debenture loan of MSEK 360 and proceeds of warrants of MSEK 114

CHANGE IN NET FINANCIAL DEBT 2004 2003

Opening net financial debt –3,369 –3,808
Cash flow
 Current operations 2,331 2,443
 Investment activities –1,195 –726
 Rights issue through conversion and subscription 474 –
 Dividend paid –3,199 –880
Effect of  change in accounting principles* – –439
Currency effects 17 41
Closing net financial debt –4,941 –3,369

*  Change in implementation of RR 29, Employee Benefits, MSEK 392 and change in definition of net debt MSEK 47. As of 
1 January 2003, the Group has introduced a new definition of net financial debt, whereby it also includes accrued interest 
costs and income, which were previously included in capital employed

Interest payments 2004 2003

Interest received 13 11
Interest paid –198 –231
  –185 –220
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Cash flow 
The Group’s cash flow from current operations amounted to 
MSEK 2,331 (2,443). This figure includes tax paid of MSEK 
378 (727) and an increase in working capital (excluding tax lia-
bilities) of MSEK 68 (decrease 125).
 The cash flow absorbed by investment activities amounted 
to MSEK 1,195 (726).
 Dividend paid to shareholders was MSEK 3,199 (880).
 The cash flow for the year, including changes in financial 
liabilities and receivables, amounted to a negative MSEK 202 
(negative 62). Cash and bank decreased by MSEK 203.

Financing
The Group’s net financial debt increased by MSEK 1,572 to 
MSEK 4,941. In addition to positive cash flow, the net debt 
has been affected by payment of dividend of MSEK 3,199, and 
conversion of convertible debenture loan and subscription for 
shares, positive MSEK 474.
 The Group’s day-to-day financing during 2004 was mainly 
arranged by issuing bonds with a tenor of 2.5-8 years, com-
mercial papers with tenors of less than one year, and short-term 
bank borrowing. Liquid funds have been placed with banks.

CASH FLOW FROM CURRENT OPERATIONS, MSEK 2004 2003 2002  2001 2000

Holmen Paper 1,115 1,551 2,289  2,919 1,911
Iggesund Paperboard 1,189 1,279 1,326  875 575
Iggesund Timber 56 26 32  –6 –57
Holmen Skog 509 593 542  478 586
Holmen Kraft 184 54 93  72 115
Other  –138 –121 –163  –152 –162

   2,915 3,382 4,119  4,186 2,968
Net financial items –206 –212 –149  –152 –101
Tax paid  –378 –727 –472  –248 –942
   2,331 2,443 3,498   3,786 1,925

CAPITAL EXPENDITURE, MSEK

Holmen Paper 869 395 1,121  1,418 2,544 *
Iggesund Paperboard 381 264 227  249 405
Iggesund Timber 8 27 65  13 69
Holmen Skog 21 31 39  25 37
Holmen Kraft 12 37 1,671 ** 3 –
Other  – 1 68 ** 7 113 *

   1,291 755 3,191  1,715 3,168

  * Including acquisition of Holmen Paper Madrid MSEK 1,943 and MSEK 110 respectively

** Including repurchase of power assets MSEK 1,647 and MSEK 58 respectively  
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Quarterly figures
    2004     2003
MSEK Full year Q4 Q3 Q2 Q1 Full year Q4 Q3 Q2 Q1

PROFIT AND LOSS ACCOUNT 
Net turnover 15,653 4,042 3,824 3,884 3,903 15,816 3,940 3,865 4,010 4,001
Operating costs –12,630 –3,423 –2,992 –3,142 –3,073 –12,306 –3,136 –2,984 –3,111 –3,075
Depreciation according to plan –1,188 –293 –296 –299 –300 –1,166 –293 –290 –291 –292
Interest in earnings of  associate companies 25 9 –1 13 4 –6 –4 –4 1 1

Operating profit 1,860 335 535 456 534 2,338 507 587 609 635

Net financial items –206 –54 –57 –53 –42 –212 –45 –55 –58 –54

Profit after financial items 1,654 281 478 403 492 2,126 462 532 551 581

Tax  –443 –43 –140 –117 –143 –675 –167 –157 –159 –192
Profit for the period 1,211 238 338 286 349 1,451 295 375 392 389

Earnings per share (before dilution), SEK 14.49 2.81 3.99 3.37 4.36 18.14 3.69 4.68 4.91 4.86
Earnings per share (after dilution), SEK 14.36 2.81 3.99 3.37 4.20 17.48 3.55 4.52 4.72 4.69

KEY RATIOS
Operating margin, % 11.7 8.1 14.0 11.4 13.6 14.8 13.0 15.3 15.2 15.8
Return on capital employed, % 9.8 7.1 11.3 9.6 11.3 12.3 10.7 12.3 12.7 13.3
Return on equity, % 8.4 7.0 10.1 7.8 8.9 9.7 7.8 10.1 10.5 10.3

NET TURNOVER 
Holmen Paper 7,814 2,076 2,005 1,941 1,792 7,788 1,954 2,010 1,996 1,828
Iggesund Paperboard 4,877 1,164 1,228 1,212 1,273 4,920 1,164 1,239 1,228 1,289
Iggesund Timber 492 117 109 132 134 510 128 113 141 128
Holmen Skog 3,780 1,014 799 953 1,014 3,613 947 757 933 976
Holmen Kraft 1,258 344 291 272 351 1,337 348 308 300 381

  18,221 4,715 4,432 4,510 4,564 18,168 4,541 4,427 4,598 4,602

Intra-group sales –2,568 –673 –608 –626 –661 –2,352 –601 –562 –588 –601
  15,653 4,042 3,824 3,884 3,903 15,816 3,940 3,865 4,010 4,001

OPERATING PROFIT
Holmen Paper 455 61 170 113 111 747 109 255 197 186
Iggesund Paperboard 809 110 249 205 245 1,001 234 244 249 274
Iggesund Timber 5 –5 1 3 6 18 5 3 5 5
Holmen Skog 526 128 102 148 148 516 146 88 163 119
Holmen Kraft 178 59 41 19 59 193 42 22 36 93
Group central costs and other –113 –18 –28 –32 –35 –137 –29 –25 –41 –42
Operating profit 1,860 335 535 456 534 2,338 507 587 609 635

OPERATING MARGIN, % 
Holmen Paper 6 3 8 5 6 10 6 13 10 10
Iggesund Paperboard 17 9 20 17 19 20 20 20 20 21
Iggesund Timber 1 –5 1 1 4 3 4 2 3 4
Group 12 8 14 11 14 15 13 15 15 16

DELIVERIES 
Newsprint and magazine paper, 1,000 tonnes 1,731 465 439 429 398 1,655 421 427 428 379
Paperboard, 1,000 tonnes 501 122 127 123 129 481 115 123 120 123
Sawn timber, 1,000 m3 195 52 44 49 50 189 49 42 53 45
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Ten-year review
GROUP 2004 2003 2002 2001 2000 1999 1998 1997 1996 1995

Profit and loss account, MSEK
Net turnover 15,653 15,816 16,081 16,655 15,155 20,508 22,676 21,878 21,495 24,024
Operating costs  –12,630 –12,306 –12,205 –12,460 –11,843 –16,669 –18,700 –18,244 –16,981 –17,397
Depreciation according to plan  –1,188 –1,166 –1,153 –1,126 –1,045 –1,387 –1,507 –1,409 –1,239 –1,151
Items affecting comparability  – – – –620 2,023 – – – 11 282
Interest in earnings of  associate companies  25 –6 –10 –3 552 163 6 5 4 73

Operating profit 1,860 2,338 2,713 2,446 4,842 2,615 2,475 2,230 3,290 5,831
Net financial items  –206 –212 –149 –152 –101 –206 –137 –204 –371 –615

Profit after financial items  1,654 2,126 2,564 2,294 4,741 2,409 2,338 2,026 2,919 5,216
Tax –443 –675 –605 –108 –769 –595 166 –592 –940 –1,545

Profit for the year 1,211 1,451 1,959 2,186 3,972 1,814 2,504 1,434 1,979 3,671

Balance sheet, MSEK1)

Fixed assets 19,205 19,173 19,636 18,864 18,725 14,861 20,783 19,669 19,148 18,099
Shares and participations  1,754 1,767 1,721 286 230 4,392 148 177 190 641
Current assets  5,149 4,743 4,922 5,366 5,330 5,068 8,262 8,220 7,805 8,707
Financial receivables  92 105 54 33 15 3,395 – – – –
Liquid funds  367 570 634 399 2,000 1,456 1,241 1,636 2,133 1,296

Total assets  26,567 26,358 26,967 24,948 26,300 29,172 30,434 29,702 29,276 28,743

Equity 13,737 15,254 15,073 14,072 17,014 15,883 18,377 16,375 15,670 14,471
Minority interests 112 112 112 – – – 5 5 5 5
Deferred tax liability  4,476 4,557 4,370 4,014 4,264 2,408 2,920 3,419 2,862 2,421
Financial liabilities and interest bearing provisions     5,400 4,044 4,496 3,593 1,721 6,905 4,384 5,505 6,229 7,180
Operating liabilities  2,842 2 391 2,916 3,269 3,301 3,976 4,748 4,398 4,510 4,666

Total equity and liabilities  26,567 26,358 26,967 24,948 26,300 29,172 30,434 29,702 29,276 28,743

Key ratios (see Definitions on page 49)
Debt/equity ratio  0.36 0.22 0.25 0.22 –0.02 0.13 0.17 0.24 0.26 0.41
Equity ratio, %  52.1 58.3 56.3 56.4 64.7 54.4 60.4 55.2 53.5 50.4
Interest coverage  9.0 11.0 18.2 16.1 47.9 12.7 18.1 10.9 8.9 9.5
Return on capital employed, %2) 9.8 12.3 15.5 17.7 15.1 16.7 17.9 15.8 26.0 20.5
Return on equity, %  8.4 9.7 13.7 16.0 24.1 10.6 14.4 9.0 13.1 28.5
Operating margin, %  11.7 14.8 16.9 18.4 15.0 12.0 10.9 10.2 15.2 22.8
Capital turnover rate  0.8 0.7 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 1.0

Capital expenditure, MSEK
Shares and participations  – 47 – 63 7 – – – 35 29
Other fixed assets excl. company acquisitions 1,291 708 1,486 1,652 1,108 1,988 1,642 1,856 2,257 2,625
Company acquisitions, etc.  – – 1,705 – 2,053 – 915 – 123 –

Employees
Average number of  employees  4,897 4,927 5,075 5,238 5,275 8,433 9,586 9,849 9,899 9,707
Wages, and salaries, MSEK  1,732 1,685 1,705 1,713 1,602 2,410 2,659 2,573 2,497 2,400
Social security charges, MSEK  688 680 641 638 605 934 933 985 954 889

1) Figures for the period 1995–1999 are not re-calculated in accordance with RR 9 Income taxes

2) Excluding items affecting comparability and divested activities
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Parent company
PROFIT AND LOSS ACCOUNT, MSEK   2004  2003

Net turnover    12,761  12,816
Other operating income  Note 2  294  319
Change in inventory of  finished products  
and work in progress   95  –73

    13,150  13,062
Raw materials and consumables Note 3 –6,264  –5,880 
Personnel costs  Note 23 –1,912  –1,876 
Other external costs   –3,621 –11,797 –3,598 –11,354
Write-downs of  shares    –3  –6
Depreciation according to plan Note 4  –26  –27

Operating profit    1,324  1,675

Net financial items  Note 6  –22  153

Profit after financial items   1,302  1,828

Appropriations Note 16  2  –519

Profit before tax    1,304  1,309

Tax Note 7  –294  –342
Profit for the year    1,010  967

Of  the parent company’s net turnover of  MSEK 12,761 (12,816), 1 % (1) was sales to Group companies. The parent 
company’s purchases from Group companies are negligable.

CASH FLOW ANALYSIS, MSEK    2004  2003

Profit after financial items   1,302  1,828
Adjustments for items not included in cash flow etc*  –114  11

    1,188  1,839
Tax paid    –365  –657

Cash flow from current operations before changes in working capital   823  1,182

Cash flow from changes in working capital
 Change in inventories   –167   46
 Change in operating receivables    –186  12
 Change in operating liabilities   234  –288
Cash flow from current operations    704  952

INVESTMENT ACITIVITIES
Acquisition of  subsidiaries   –69  –64
Acquisition of  fixed assets    –16  –31
Sale of  fixed assets   170  17
Cash flow from investment activities   85  –78

FINANCING ACTIVITIES
Change in financial liabilities and receivables**  994  –497
Rights issue through conversion and subscription***  474  –
Group contributions    724  410
Dividend paid    –3,199  –880
Cash flow from financing activities   –1,007  –967

Cash flow for the year   –218  –93
Opening Cash and bank    441  534
Closing Cash and bank   223  441

 * The adjustments consist primarily of depreciation according to plan and capital gains/losses on sales of fixed assets

 ** Conversion of debenture loan of MSEK –360 (–)

 *** Conversion of debenture loan of MSEK 360 and proceeds of warrants of MSEK 114

Interest payments   2004  2003

Interest received   9  7
Interest paid   –95  –122
    –86  –115
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BALANCE SHEET, at December 31, MSEK    2004 2003
ASSETS
Fixed assets
Intangible fixed assets   Note 9  11 11
Tangible fixed assets   Note10  2,538 2,553
Financial fixed assets  Note 11
Shares and participations     12,568 12,524
Financial receivables    21 8
Other long-term receivables    1,050 1,355
     13,639 13,887
     16,188 16,451
Current assets
Inventories etc   Note 12  1,906 1,739
Current receivables   Note 13  2,241 2,031
Short-term placements   Note 14  1,820 1,259
Cash and bank  Note 14  223 441
     6,190 5,470
     22,378 21,921

EQUITY AND LIABILITIES
Equity
Restricted equity
Share capital   Note 15  4,238 3,999
Revaluation reserve     100 100
Statutory reserve    1,296 1,296
Share premium reserve    281 46
Non-restricted equity
Profit brought forward     4,171 5,882
Profit for the year    1,010 967
Total equity     11,096 12,290

Untaxed reserves   Note 16  2,291 2,293

Provisions
Interest-bearing
 Pension provisions     19 17
Non-interest-bearing
 Tax provisions   Note 7
    Deferred tax liability     616 616
    Other provisions for taxes     42 33
 Other provisions  Note 18  242 227
     919 893
Liabilities
Financial liabilities   Note 19
 Long-term    4,028 1,990
 Short-term    2,010 2,763
Current tax liabilities  Note 7  151 28
Operating liabilities   Note 20  1,883 1,664
     8,072 6,445
      22,378 21,921

Pledged assets   Note 21   12 12
Contingent liabilities   Note 22   2,488 2,203

CHANGE IN EQUITY  Restricted equity                      Non-restricted equity 
  Share  Restricted  Profit brought Profit for
Parent company, MSEK capital reserves forward  the year Total
Opening balance 1 January 2003  3,999 1,442 5,223 1,244 11,908
Transfer of  2002 profit  – – 1,244 –1,244 –
Dividend paid – – –880 – –880
Effects of  Group contribution  – – 295 – 295
Profit for the year  – – – 967 967
Closing balance 31 December 2003  3,999 1,442 5,882 967 12,290

Transfer of  2003 profit  – – 967 –967 –
Rights issue through conversion and subscription 239 235 – – 474
Dividend paid  – – –3,199 – –3,199
Effects of  Group contribution – – 521 – 521
Profit for the year – – – 1,010 1,010
Closing balance 31 December 2004  4,238 1,677 4,171 1,010 11,096
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Accounting principles
General accounting principles
The annual report is made up in accordance with the Annual 
Accounts Act and the recommendations issued by the Swedish 
Financial Accounting Standards Council and the Interpretations by 
the emerging issues task force.

Valuation principles etc
Assets and liabilities are valued at acquisition value except where 
otherwise stated. 

Classifications
Fixed assets, long-term liabilities and provisions consist in all 
essentials solely of amounts that are expected to be recovered or 
paid more than 12 months after the closing date. Current assets 
and short-term liabilities consist in all essentials solely of amounts 
that are expected to be recovered or paid within 12 months of the 
closing date. 

Reporting by segment
The primary criterion for classification of the Group’s segments is 
their line of business. The secondary criterion is geographic areas.

Commission companies
The Group’s business is mainly conducted through the following 
commission companies: Holmen Paper AB, Iggesund Paperboard 
AB, Iggesund Timber AB, Holmen Skog AB and Holmen Kraft AB.
 The parent company is liable for all the commitments of these 
commission companies. All income, costs, assets and liabilities, 
which arise in the operations conducted by the commission compa-
nies, are stated either in Holmen AB’s accounts or in the accounts 
of Group companies other than the commission companies.

Consolidated financial statements
The consolidated financial statements relate to the parent com-
pany and those companies in which the parent company directly or 
indirectly controls more than half the votes, or exercises control in 
some other way.
 The consolidated financial statements are made up using the 
acquisition method, whereby the parent company indirectly acqui-
res the assets and assumes the liabilities of the subsidiary, valued 
at actual value. The difference between the acquisition cost of the 
shares and the fair value of the identifiable acquired net assets are 
treated as positive or negative goodwill. The subsidiary companies’ 
income and costs, and their assets and liabilities, are stated in the 
consolidated financial statements as of the date when the Group 
gains control (acquisition date) until such time as the Group no 
longer has control. Intra-Group receivables and liabilities, trans-
actions between companies in the Group and therewith related 
unrealised gains are eliminated in their entirety.

Translation of accounts of foreign businesses
Holmen’s foreign Group companies are defined as independent 
companies and their accounts are therefore translated using the 

current rate method, whereby all assets, provisions, and other lia-
bilities are translated at closing date rates and exchange rate diffe-
rences arising are taken direct to equity. All items in the profit and 
loss account are translated at average rates for the year. 

Hedging of foreign net assets
Loans and forward contracts denominated in foreign currencies 
can be used to reduce the currency effect when translating net 
foreign assets into Swedish kronor. Such loans and forward con-
tracts are revalued to closing date rates and currency differen-
ces are eliminated – to the extent they are matched by currency 
differences on net foreign assets and after taking account of tax 
effects – from the profit and loss account and taken direct to 
equity. The hedges are based on the value of the net assets after 
consolidation by currency.
 When autonomously operating foreign businesses are dives-
ted, the accumulated currency differences attributable to the 
business are realised in the consolidated profit and loss account 
after deduction of currency hedges, if any.  

Associate companies
Shareholdings in associate companies, in which the Group con-
trols a minimum of 20 % and a maximum of 50 % of the votes, or 
otherwise exercises a significant influence, are stated in accordance 
with the equity method, except for associate companies having a 
negligible effect on the Group’s results and financial position.
 The equity method means that the value of the shares in the 
associate company stated in the consolidated accounts corresponds 
to the Group’s interest in the associate company’s equity and any 
residual value of excess values and discounts arising upon conso-
lidation. The Group’s share of the associate companies’ profit/loss 
after financial income and costs adjusted for any write-downs or 
reversals of acquired goodwill and negative goodwill respectively 
is stated in the consolidated profit and loss account as “Interest 
in earnings of associate companies”. The Group’s interest in the 
booked taxes of associate companies is included in the Group’s tax 
costs. Interests in profits earned after the acquisition of associate 
companies which have not been realised in the form of a dividend, 
are transferred to equity reserve, which is included in the Group’s 
restricted equity. Unrealised profits that have arisen as a conse-
quence of transactions with associate companies are eliminated in 
relation to the share of capital possessed.

Income
Net turnover. By net turnover is meant invoiced sales of products, 
wood and energy (excluding value added tax and after allowing 
for discounts, and similar reductions in income, as well a currency 
differences on sales in foreign currencies). Sales are stated after 
the Group has transferred to the buyer the critical risks and utility 
associated with ownership of the sold goods, and has no remain-
ing right or possibility to retain actual control over the sold goods. 
Income from the sale of services is stated after the service has been 
performed.
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Other operating income. Income from activities not forming part 
of the main business is stated as other operating income. This item 
mainly includes sales of bi-products, rent and land lease income, 
freight activities, income from allotted electricity certificates in 
pace with electricity production that fulfils the allotment condi-
tions and capital gains/losses on sales of fixed assets.

Intangible fixed assets
Research costs are taken into the profit and loss account when they 
are incurred. Development costs are capitalised to the extent they 
are expected to generate financial benefits in the future. The stated 
value includes expenditure on material, direct labour, and indirect 
costs that can be attributed to the asset in a reasonable and con-
sistent manner. Other development expenditure is taken into the 
profit and loss account as a cost when it is incurred. Development 
costs capitalised in the balance sheet are stated at their acquisition 
value less accumulated depreciation and write-downs.
 Intangible fixed assets also include goodwill, patents and licen-
ces. When such assets are acquired, the acquisition value is stated 
as an asset, which is depreciated linearly over the expected eco-
nomic life of the asset.

Tangible fixed assets
Tangible fixed assets are stated at their historical acquisition cost 
after deduction of accumulated depreciation and any write-downs. 
Repair and maintenance costs are taken into the profit and loss 
account when they are incurred. Additional expenditure is capital-
ised only if it generates financial benefits that exceed the original 
performance of the asset. Land is not depreciated.

Financial fixed assets
Financial fixed assets are valued at their acquisition value.

Depreciation according to plan and write-downs
Depreciation according to plan is based on original acquisition 
values less estimated residual values and taking account of any 
write-downs. Depreciation is provided linearly over the estimated 
utilisation period of the asset.

The following economic lives (years) are used:
Administrative and warehouse buildings, dwellings 20–33
Production buildings, land installations, and  
machinery for pulp, paper and paperboard production 20
Machinery for sawmill 12
Other machinery 10
Forest roads 10
Equipment 4
Goodwill 20
Other intangible assets 5–10

Should there be any indication that the book value of the Group’s 
tangible, intangible or financial assets is too high, an analysis is 
made in which the recoverable amount of single or inherently 

related types of assets is determined at the higher of the net selling 
price and value in use. The value in use is defined as the discoun-
ted cash flow expected in the future. A write-down is made of the 
difference between the book value and the recoverable amount. A 
write-down is reversed if there has been any change in the circums-
tances upon which the determination of the recoverable amount is 
based. A reversal is made up to, but not exceeding, the book value 
that would have been entered, less depreciation, if there had been 
no write-down.

Net financial items
Net financial items comprise interest income and interest costs 
and exchange rate income and losses on the receivables and 
liabilities included in the net financial debt. It also includes cur-
rency and interest income/loss earned on currency and interest 
rate derivatives but not the result on currency derivatives att-
ributable to hedging of operating receivables or of net assets 
employed in foreign activities. Dividend income and transac-
tion costs related to loans raised are also included in the net 
financial items. Interest income on receivables and interest costs 
on liabilities are calculated using the effective rate method. 
Dividend income is stated when dividends have been approved 
and the right to payment is judged to be certain. Transaction 
costs for loans raised are periodised over the duration of the 
loan using the effective rate method. The Group does not capi-
talise interest in the acquisition value of its assets.

Group contributions  
and shareholder contributions
Group contributions are stated on the basis of their financial impli-
cations. This means that Group contributions paid in order to 
minimise the Group’s total tax payments are taken direct against 
retained earnings after deduction of their actual tax effect.

Appropriations
Appropriations consist of the difference between book and tax 
depreciation and certain fiscal appropriations as well as certain 
fiscal allocations as a means of equalising the result. 

Taxes
Total tax as stated in the profit and loss account comprises current 
tax and deferred tax. Current tax is the tax to be paid or received 
for the year in question. This also includes any adjustment to cur-
rent tax for previous periods. Deferred tax is calculated using the 
balance sheet method on the basis of temporary differences bet-
ween stated values and values for tax purposes of assets and liabi-
lities, applying the tax rates and rules that have been approved or 
announced as of the closing date. Temporary differences are not 
taken into account in goodwill arising upon consolidation, nor 
in differences attributable to interests in subsidiary and associate 
companies that are not expected to become liable to taxation in the 
foreseeable future. In the accounts of legal entities, untaxed reserv-
es are stated inclusive of deferred tax liability.
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 Deferred tax assets in respect of tax-deductible temporary dif-
ferences and loss allowances are stated only to the extent that they 
are likely to be utilised and entail lower tax payments in the future.

Valuation of inventories
Inventories are valued at the lower of acquisition value or produc-
tion cost after allowing for obsolescence at the standard rate of 
3 %, or at net selling price. The acquisition cost of finished pro-
ducts manufactured by the company comprises direct production 
costs and a reasonable share of indirect costs.

Receivables and liabilities
Receivables are stated after individual valuation of the amounts 
that the company expects to receive. Receivables denominated in 
foreign currencies are translated at closing date rates. Insofar as 
currency forward is used to hedge the operating receivables, the 
valuation of the corresponding receivables is based on the forward 
rate. Currency differences arising in the operating receivables are 
stated in the operating result. 

Short-term placement, Cash and bank
Short-term placements include interest-bearing placements and 
lending with up to 12 months tenor, accrued interest income and 
unrealised currency gains. Interest-bearing placements are valued 
at the lower of acquisition value and actual value. Placements and 
lending denominated in foreign currencies have been translated at 
closing day rates. Currency forwards, that have been used to hedge 
placements and lending, have been valued at closing day rates. 
Currency differences arising are stated in the net financial items.

Operating liabilities 
Operating liabilities denominated in foreign currencies have been 
translated at closing day rates. Insofar as currency forwards have 
been used to hedge the operating liabilities, the valuation of the 
corresponding liabilities have been based on the forward rates. 
Currency differences arising in the operating liabilities are stated in 
the operating result.

Financial liabilities
Financial liabilities include loans, other interest-bearing liabilities, 
accrued interest cost and unrealised currency losses. Loans are ini-
tially stated as net financing received after deduction of transaction 
costs. During the following periods, loans are stated in accordance 
with the effective interest rate method. The currency composition 
of the financial liabilities has been modified by means of currency 
forwards. The forward contracts are valued at closing date rates 
and exchange rate differences, if any, are stated under net financial 
items or equity if they relate to the hedging of net assets employed 
in foreign activities. The currency composition of the financial debt 
has been modified by means of currency forwards. The forward 
contracts are valued at closing date rates and exchange rate dif-
ferences, if any, are stated under net financial items. In the case of 
interest rate swaps that are used to manage interest rate risks on 

the Group’s borrowing, the amounts that are to be paid or recei-
ved are stated regularly as interest costs or income. Other interest 
rate swaps are stated at the lower of market value and acquisition 
value, and any profit/loss is stated under net interest.

Convertible debenture loan and warrants
The amount of the convertible debenture loan has been calculated 
on the basis of the market rate of interest at the time of issue. The 
difference between the loan amount arrived at in this way and the 
proceeds of the issue is transferred to share premium reserve as a 
premium on the price of the shares that might eventually be issued. 
The stated loan liability is successively adjusted upwards during 
the term of the loan by accruing interest so that upon maturity the 
stated amount of the loan will be equal to the nominal amount of 
the loan. The proceeds of the issue of warrants are taken direct to 
share premium reserve.

Leasing
Leasing is classified in the consolidated accounts as financial lea-
sing or operational leasing. The leasing of fixed assets for which 
the Group in all essentials is exposed to the same risks and benefits 
as if the asset were directly owned is classified as financial leasing. 
The leased asset is stated as a fixed asset and the future leasing 
charges as interest-bearing liabilities. The leasing of assets over 
which the lessor in all essentials retains ownership is classified as 
operational leasing and the leasing charge is stated as a cost linear-
ly over the period of the lease. The financial agreements that exist 
within the Group total insignificant amounts and are therefore sta-
ted as operational. The use of operational agreements in the Group 
are small and owing to their marginal significance supplementary 
information is not provided on such agreements.

Equity
Non-restricted equity is available for payment of dividend, given 
that certain other criteria are also satisfied. It consists of non-res-
tricted reserves and the profit for the year. Restricted equity is not 
available for payment of dividend. It consists of the legal reserve, 
share premium reserve, revaluation reserve, translation differences 
in respect of foreign subsidiary and associate companies, and funds 
that have been transferred to reserve owing to statutory rules in 
several countries in which certain foreign subsidiary and associate 
companies are registered.

Pension costs and pension commitments
The Group has various pension plans in different countries, where 
the assets have normally been put aside for special management. 
The pension plans are financed by payments by the respective 
Group company and in some cases by the employees. The amount 
of the contributions is determined on the advice of independent, 
authorised actuaries. The Group’s payments in respect of defined 
contribution pension plans are stated as costs during the period the 
employee performed the services to which the premiums relate. In 
the case of defined benefit plans, the stated pension costs are cal-
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culated with the aid of the projected unit credit method. The cal-
culations are performed by qualified actuaries, who make annual 
revaluations of the pension plans. The pension commitments are 
calculated as the present value of the estimated future disburse-
ments, with the aid of the interest rate on first class rated corporate 
bonds with an outstanding duration that broadly corresponds to 
the commitments in question. All actuarial profits and losses, over 
and above the “corridor” that amounts to 10 % of the opening 
investment assets and of the pension commitments, whichever is 
the highest, are periodised over the employee’s remaining period of 
active employment. In the case of other long-term compensation 
to employees the same principles are applied as for benefit-deter-
mined plans, except that all actuarial profit and losses are stated 
direct.

Provisions
A provision is stated in the balance sheet when the company has a 
formal or informal commitment as a consequence of a past event 
and it is likely there will be an outflow of resources to regulate the 
commitment and a reliable estimate of the amount can be made. 
A provision in connection with redundancies is only stated if the 
company is obliged to terminate the employment prematurely, or 
when compensation is paid to induce employees to take voluntary 
redundancy.

Cost of restoring the environment. The cost of environmen-
tal measures associated with previous business activities that do 
not contribute to present or future income is being stated in the 
profit and loss account when it arises. Reserves for future silvi-
cultural expenditure are estimated on the basis of interpretations 
of relevant silviculture legislation and regulations, whenever 
it is probable that a payment liability will arise, and when the 
amount can be estimated to a reasonable extent.

Contingent liabilities
A contingent liability is stated within the line when there is:
– a potential commitment that originates in past events, the exist-
ence of which will be confirmed only by one or several uncertain 
future events, which are not entirely within the company’s control, 
occurring or failing to occur, or
– a commitment that originates in past events but that is not stated 
as a liability or provision as it is not likely that there will be an out-
flow of resources will be required to regulate it, or the magnitude 
of the commitment cannot be estimated to a sufficient degree of 
accuracy.

Capital employed. Operating capital reduced by the net sum of 
deferred tax receivable and liability. Average values are calculated 
on the basis of quarterly data.

Capital turnover rate. Net turnover divided by the average opera-
ting capital after deduction of capital interests in associate compa-
nies (expressed as times per year). 

Debt/equity ratio. Net financial debt divided by the sum of equity 
and minority interests.

Earnings per share. Profit/loss for the year divided by the weighted 
average number of shares in issue, adjusted for buy-back of shares, 
if any, during the year. For Earnings per share after dilution, see 
Note 8 on page 54.

Equity ratio. Equity plus minority interests expressed as % of the 
balance sheet total.

Financial assets. Financial receivables, Short-term placements and 
Cash and bank.

Financial net debt. Financial liabilities and interest-bearing provi-
sions reduced by financial assets.

Interest coverage. Operating profit/loss divided by net financial 
items.

Items affecting comparability. See Ten-year review on page 43.

Operating capital. Balance sheet total less financial receivables, 
short-term placements, Cash and bank, operating liabilities and 
Interest-free provisions that do not relate to deferred tax. Average 
values are calculated on the basis of quarterly data.

Operating margin. Operating profit/loss (excluding items affecting 
comparability and interest in earnings of associate companies) 
expressed as % of net turnover.

Return on capital employed. The operating result (excl. items 
affecting comparability and divested activities) as % of the average 
capital employed.

Return on equity. Profit/loss for the year, expressed as % of the 
average equity calculated on the basis of quarterly data.

Return on operating capital. Operating profit/loss (excl. items 
affecting comparability and divested activities) expressed as % of 
the average operating capital.

Definitions
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Notes
 Amounts in MSEK, except where otherwise stated

       Group
  Holmen Iggesund Iggesund  Holmen Holmen central costs Total
BUSINESS AREAS 2004 Paper Paperboard Timber Skog Kraft and other  Group

Net turnover
 External 7,814 4,862 492 2,141  344 – 15,653
 Internal – 15 – 1,639 914 –2,568 –
Other operating income 62 141 12 176 23 – 414
Operating costs –6,684 –3,866 –479 –3,402 –1,085 2,472 –13,044
Depreciations –759 –343 –23 –28 –18 –17 –1,188
Interest in earnings of  associate companies 22  3    25
Operating result 455 809 5 526 178 –113 1,860
Net financial items       –206
Tax       –443
Profit for the year       1,211

Operating margin, % 6 17 1    12
Return on operating capital, % 5 20 2 8 6  8

Operating assets 10,707 4,486 285 7,320 3,065 –59 25,804
 of  which share in associate companies 180    1,488  1,668
Operating liabilities 1,080 615 54 899 135 59 2,842
Operating capital 9,627 3,871 231 6,421 2,930 –118 22,962
Deferred tax receivable       304
Deferred tax liability       4,476
Capital employed       18,790

Financial receivables       459
Financial liabilities       5,400
Net financial debt       4,941

Cash flow from current operations 1,115 1,189 58 509 184 –140 2,915
Capital expenditure 869 381 8 21 12 0 1,291

       Total 
GEOGRAPHIC AREAS 2004 Sweden Great Britain Spain Other areas  Group
External net turnover 3,657 2,460 951 8,585 15,653
Operating capital 19,171 1,103 2,625 63 22,962
Capital expenditure 494 167 623 7 1,291

1  Reporting by segment

The primary criterion for dividing the business into segments is the Group’s 
business areas. This agrees with the Group’s operative structure and the in-
ternal reports to Group management and the Board. Intra-Group sales bet-
ween one segment and another are based on arm’s-length internal pricing. 
The segment named “Group central costs and other” includes, apart from 
Group Staffs and central Group functions that are not allocated to other 
segments, the elimination of intra-Group sales. No profit and loss items 
after the operating result are allocated to the respective business areas.
 In the Holmen Group, the business areas have responsibility for the 
management of the operating assets and liabilities. The operating capital 
in each segment includes all assets and liabilities employed by the business 
area, such as fixed assets, inventories and other external receivables and 

liabilities. Capital interests in associate companies are stated separately. 
Receivables and liabilities between segments that have arisen from intra-
Group sales are included in each segment’s operating capital. Financing 
and tax are handled at Group level. Consequently, financial assets and lia-
bilities, including pension liabilities, are not allocated to the business areas; 
nor are existing and deferred tax receivables and liabilities. 
 The secondary criterion for dividing the business into segments is based 
on geographical areas. Net external turnover is stated on the basis of where 
Holmen’s customers are located. Operating capital and capital expenditure 
are stated on the basis of the countries in which the Group is active and 
consequently on the geographical location of the assets and liabilities.
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  Group
External net turnover by product area   2004 2003
Newsprint and magazine paper   7,814 7,788
Paperboard   4,745 4,760
Pulp   106 133
Sawn timber   492 510
Wood   2,141 2,077
Power   344 537
Other   11 11
   15,653 15,816

  Group
External net turnover by market   2004 2003
Sweden   3,657 3,730
Great Britain   2,460 2,444
Germany   1,937 1,937
Spain   951 1,026
the Netherlands    827 833
France   761 741
Italy   566 582
Other EU countries   1,994 1,340
Rest of  Europe   473 1,424
Rest of  the world   2,027 1,759
   15,653 15,816

       Group
  Holmen Iggesund Iggesund  Holmen Holmen central costs Total
BUSINESS AREAS 2003 Paper Paperboard Timber Skog Kraft and other Group

Net turnover
 External 7,788 4,904 510 2,077 537 – 15,816
 Internal – 16 – 1,536 800 –2,352 –
Other operating income 111 139 10 148 15 0 423
Operating costs –6,395 –3,724 –481 –3,216 –1,142 2,229 –12,729
Depreciations –750 –334 –22 –29 –17 –14 –1,166
Interest in earnings of  associate companies –7  1    –6
Operating result 747 1,001 18 516 193 –137 2,338
Net financial items       –212
Tax       –675
Profit for the year       1,451

Operating margin, % 10 20 3    15
Return on operating capital, % 8 25 6 8 7  10

Operating assets 10,354 4,415 324 7,172 3,064 59 25,388
 of  which share in associate companies 170  20  1,490  1,680
Operating liabilities 893 530 47 789 138 –6 2,391
Operating capital 9,461 3,885 277 6,383 2,926 65 22,997
Deferred tax receivable       295
Deferred tax liability       4,557
Capital employed       18,735

Financial receivables       675
Financial liabilities       4,044
Net financial debt       3,369

Cash flow from current operations 1,551 1,279 26 593 54 –121 3,382
Capital expenditure 395 264 27 31 37 1 755

       Total
GEOGRAPHIC AREAS 2003 Sweden Great Britain Spain Other areas  Group

External net turnover 3,730 2,444 1,026 8,616 15,816
Operating capital 19,748 1,072 2,075 102 22,997
Capital expenditure 571 81 101 2 755
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Notes 

2  Other operating income

 Group Parent company
 2004 2003 2004 2003
Sales of  by-products 163 220 87 132
Electricity certificate 67 38 63 38
Sales of  fixed assets 61 18  8 10
Income from renting and leasing 22 19  18 19
Silviculture commission 51 43 51 43
Other 50 85 67 77
 414 423 294 319

Government aid of MSEK  67 (38), in accordance with RR 28, was recei-
ved in the form of income relating to electricity certificates.

3  Raw materials, goods for resale and consumables

As goods for resale account for a small proportion of the Group’s turn-
over, this item is grouped together with raw materials and consumables.

4  Depreciation according to plan

 Group Parent company
  2004 2003 2004 2003
Intangible fixed assets
   Goodwill  32 32 – –
   Other intangible 3 – – –
Tangible fixed assets
   Buildings and land installations 126 127 2 2
   Machinery and equipment 1,027 1,007 24 25
  1,188 1,166 26 27

5  Interest in earnings of associate companies

 Group
   2004 2003
Interest in earnings after financial items   25 –6
Tax   –6 2
Holmen’s interest in earnings after tax   19 –4

The interest in earnings mainly relate to Carpa with subsidiaries, Penin-
sular Cogeneracion SA and Les Bois de la Baltique SA (divested in 2004). 
Purchases from associate companies amounted to MSEK 206 (219).

6  Net financial items

 Group Parent company
 2004 2003 2004 2003
Dividend income
  Group companies – – 14 218
  Other 2 – 5 –
Interest income
  External 13 10 10 6
  Group companies – – 80 77
Interest costs
  External –224 –228 –122 –119
  Group companies – – –26 –18
Other financial items
  Exchange differences – – 17 14
  Other 3 6 – –25
 –206 –212 –22 153

Net financial items consists of interest income and interest costs, and currency 
gains and losses on the receivables and liabilities that are included in the net 
financial debt. Currency gains/losses and net interest on currency and interest 
derivatives are also included. Net financial items also includes dividend in-
come and transaction costs in connection with the raising of loans.
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7  Tax

Tax charge stated in profit Group Parent company
and loss account  2004  2003 2004 2003
Current tax  –507  –490 –294 –339
Deferred tax
  Changes in deductable 
  deficiency carried forward  32  –26 – –
  Changes in temporary 
  differences  38  –161 – –3
Interest in earnings of  
associate companies  –6  2 – –
  –443  –675 –294 –342

The tax charge is Group Parent company
distributed as follows 2004 2003 2004 2003
Current tax 
  Sweden –497 –479 –294 –339
  Outside Sweden –10 –11 – –
Subtotal –507 –490 –294 –339

Deferred tax
  Sweden 58 –157 – –3
  Outside Sweden 12 –30 – –
Subtotal 70 –187 – –3

Associate companies –6 2 – –
Total tax –443 –675 –294 –342

The difference between the nominal
Swedish tax rate and the
effective tax rate has arisen Group Parent company
in the following way, % 2004 2003 2004 2003
Swedish income tax rate 28 28 28 28
Difference in relation to tax 
rate on foreign activities  1 1 – –
Untaxable income –1 – –5 –4
Non-deductible costs – 1 1 1
Effects of  tax litigation –1 2 –1 1
Tax rate excl. associate companies 27 32 23 26
Associate companies – – – –
Tax rate 27 32 23 26

At Group level a cost of MSEK 4 (cost 3) relating to the tax effect of equity 
hedging is taken direct against equity. At parent company level, a tax 
charge of MSEK 203 (charge 115) relating to Group contributions is taken 
direct against equity.

 Group Parent company
Taxes as stated in balance sheet 2004 2003 2004 2003
Financial fixed assets
  Deferred tax receivable 304 295 – –
Current tax receivable 23 26 – –
 327 321 – –
Provisions for taxes
  Deferred tax liability 4,476 4,557 616 616
  Other provisions* 69 67 42 33
Total provisions for taxes 4,545 4,624 658 649
Current tax liability 170 46 151 28
 4,715 4,670 809 677

*  Other provisions for actual tax refer to a provision to cover a number of 
disputes with the tax authorities in various countries. The provision is 
long term in character

The deferred tax receivables
and liabilities are Group Parent company
distributed as follows 2004 2003 2004 2003
Deferred tax receivables
Loss allowance carried forward 299 271 – –
Pension provisions 100 109 – –
Deferred tax liabilities stated 
net among deferred 
tax receivables –95 –85 – –
 304 295 – –

Deferred tax liabilities
Fixed assets
  Forestland 1,713 1,715 678 679
  Machinery and equipment 1,562 1,613 – –
  Buildings and other real property 62 63 – –
Tax allocation reserve 639 694 – –
Other 500 472 –62 –63
 4,476 4,557 616 616

There are no loss allowances that are not matched by stated deferred tax 
receivables.

Tax litigation
The County Administrative Court has decided in favour of the appeal 
lodged by Holmen’s subsidiary MoDo Capital, thereby rescinding the tax 
authority’s decision to raise the company’s tax assessment by MSEK 538. 
Holmen has not made any provision in its accounts for tax costs related to 
the said decision and the Court’s verdict will therefore have no effect on the 
result. The tax authority has appealed the County Administrative Court’s 
decision to the Administrative Court of Appeal.
 The tax authority’s decision of December 2003, involving an increase 
in tax of more than MSEK 700, has been reviewed and revoked by the tax 
authority, which has, however, reverted to the case with a petition to the 
County Administrative Court as it considers that the company’s tax charge 
for the 1999-2002 assessment years should be increased by some  
MSEK 400. Holmen will contest the petition. In this case too, Holmen  
has not made any provision for tax costs.
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8  Earnings per share  

   2004 2003
Earnings per share, SEK
  Before dilution   14.49 18.14
  After dilution   14.36 17.48

Profit for the year after tax, MSEK   1,211 1,451
Interest convertible loan after tax, MSEK   3 12
Adjusted profit, MSEK    1,214 1,463

Average number of  shares (million) 
  Before dilution   83.6 80.0
  Convertible loan   0.8 3.2
  Warrants   0.1 0.5
  After dilution   84.5 83.7

Earnings per share after dilution is stated as the profit for the year, adjusted 
for interest costs, if any, after tax attributable to outstanding convertibles 
divided by a weighted average of the number of shares outstanding during 
the year, adjusted for additional shares issued as a result of conversions and 
the value, if any, of outstanding warrants.

9  Intangible fixed assets

    Group
Goodwill
Accumulated acquisition values
Opening balance    641
Translation differences arising for the year    –6
    635

Accumulated depreciation according to plan
Opening balance    113
Depreciation for the year    32
Translation differences arising for the year    –1
    144
Closing residual values according to plan    491

Goodwill arising on the acquisition of Holmen Paper Madrid is depreciated 
over 20 years. This period has been decided on the basis of the long-term 
nature and strategic importance of the acquisition.

  Group Parent company
Other intangible fixed assets
Accumulated acquisition values
Opening balance  28  11
Capital expenditure  13  –
  41  11

Accumulated depreciations according to plan
Opening balance  4  –
Translation differences for the year  3  –
  7  –
Closing residual value according to plan  34  11

Capital expenditure of MSEK 13 relates to licences and IT development 
costs that were capitalised during the year (2003: MSEK 13).

10  Intangible fixed assets

  Buildings, other
  land and land Machinery
Group Forestland   installations and equipment
Accumulated
acquisition values
Opening balance 3,876 4,461 20,950
Capital expenditure 4 10 619
Divestments and retirements –2 –8 –119
Translation differences  
arising for the year – 2 –67
 3,878 4,465 21,383
Accumulated 
depreciation according to plan
Opening balance – 2,014 11,482 *
Depreciation for the year – 126 1,027
Divestments and retirements – –7 –108
Translation differences  
arising for the year – –6 –33
 – 2,127 12,368 *

*  Includes write-downs of MSEK 539 at the start of the year and  
MSEK 532 at the end

Accumulated revaluations
Opening balance 2,425 1 –
Divestments –2 – –
 2,423 1 –
Closing residual 
value according to plan 6,301 2,339 9,015

  Buildings, other
  land and land Machinery
Parent company Forestland   installations and equipment
Accumulated
acquisition values
Opening balance 46 141 204
Capital expenditure 1 – 15
Divestments and retirements – –2 –10
  47 139 209
Accumulated
depreciation according to plan
Opening balance – 119 146
Depreciation for the year – 2 24
Divestments and retirements – –1 –9
  – 120 161
Accumulated revaluations
Opening balance 2,425 1 –
Divestments and retirements –2 – –
  2,423 1 –
Closing residual 
value according to plan 2,470 20 48

 Group Parent company
Assessed tax values 2004 2003 2004 2003
Assessed tax values relate to 
assets in Sweden
Forest and agricultural property 8,117 7,702 4,148 3,935
Buildings, other land and 
land installations 3,728 3,487 33 29
 11,845 11,189 4,181 3,964
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11  Financial fixed assets

Shares and participations Associate Other shares and
Group companies participations
Accumulated acquisition values
Opening balance  1,753  96
Capital expenditure  –  –
Divestments  –8  –
Translation differences arising for the year –3  –1
   1,742  95

Accumulated interest in earnings
Opening balance  5  –
Interest in earnings  14  –
Divestments  –15  –
   4  –

Accumulated write-downs
Opening balance  78  9
Closing book value  1,668  86

Shares and participations consist mainly of holdings of MSEK 1,524 in 
hydroelectric power assets in Sweden and of MSEK 168 in recovered paper 
companies. The Group’s holding in Harrsele AB, an associate company, 
entitles it to buy electricity at cost price, which means that the associate 
company only generates a limited profit. Purchased electricity is sold to out-
side customers at market price and any profit is stated at Group level in the 
Holmen Kraft business area.

    Other
  Group Associate shares and 
Parent company companies companies participations
Accumulated acquisition values
Opening balance 12,922 46 –
Capital expenditure – – –
Shareholders’ contribution 124 – –
Divestments –70 –7 –
  12,976 39 –

Accumulated revaluations
Opening balance 2,299 – –
  2,299 – –

Accumulated write-downs
Opening balance 2,709 34 –
Write-down for the year 3 – –
  2,712 34 –
Closing book value 12,563 5 –

List of shareholdings, see pages 62–63.

Financial receivables
 Group Parent company
 2004 2003 2004 2003
Placements with credit institutions 24 24 – –
Other receivables 34 21 21 8
 58 45 21 8

Financial receivables consist of long-term interest-bearing deposits with 
credit institutions, financial claims on other companies, which, in all essen-
tials, are interest bearing, and prepaid costs relating to loan agreements.
 The average rate of interest on financial receivables in 2004 was 2.5 %. 
See Note 19 for a calculation of actual value.

Other long-term receivables
 Group Parent company
 2004 2003 2004 2003
Receivables from Group companies – – 1,032 1,313
Other long-term receivables 20 44 18 42
 20 44 1,050 1,355

12  Inventories etc.

 Group Parent company
 2004 2003 2004 2003
Raw materials and consumables 808 772 603 571
Saw logs and pulpwood 143 132 119 120
Finished products, goods for
resale and work in progress 1,157 1,062 920 825
Felling rights 285 234 262 220
Advance payments to suppliers 6 4 2 3
 2,399 2,204 1,906 1,739

13  Operating receivables

 Group Parent company
 2004 2003 2004 2003
Accounts receivables 2,324 2,176 1,853 1,733
Receivables from Group companies – – 103 52
Receivables from associate companies – 4 – –
Prepaid costs and 
accrued income 112 95 83 73
Other receivables 291 238 202 173
 2,727 2,513 2,241 2,031

Accounts receivable are stated after making provision for possible bad debts. 
The Holmen Paper business area’s accounts receivable represent 58 % of the 
Group’s total accounts receivable. Iggesund Paperboard’s represent 26 %. 
The Group’s accounts receivable are mainly European. Some 15 % of the 
Group’s outstanding accounts receivable are insured against credit losses.
 In so far as accounts receivable are hedged against currency fluctuations, 
they are valued at hedging rates, which has raised the value of outstanding 
accounts receivable by MSEK 43 in relation to the value they had on the 
closing date. The value of currency hedges in respect of future sales amoun-
ted to MSEK 145 as at 31 December 2004. This item has not yet been taken 
into the accounts.
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14  Short-term placements, Cash and bank

 Group Parent company
 2004 2003 2004 2003
Short-term placements
  Receivables from Group companies – – 1 786 1 199
  Unrealised price differences
  and accrued interest 15 23 15 23
  Other receivables 19 37 19 37
 34 60 1 820 1 259
Cash and bank
  Short-term bank deposits 69 230 57 220
  Bank balances 298 340 166 221
 367 570 223 441

Short-term placements comprise interest-bearing placements and loans for 
periods of up to one year, accrued interest income and unrealised capital 
and currency gains.
 Short-term placements and Cash and bank have in all essentials dura-
tion of less than three months. They are therefore exposed to a very limited 
interest rate risk.
 The Group normally does not hold surplus liquid funds. Instead it uses 
committed credit facilities to reduce the risk that it might be difficult or 
costly to raise capital or refinance maturing loans at some future date. The 
liquid funds are placed on deposit in bank accounts or as fixed-term depo-
sits with banks.
 The average rate of interest earned on the Group’s short-term place-
ments and Cash and bank was around 3.2 % (3.5).

15  Equity

 2004-12-31 2003-12-31
Parent company No of  shares MSEK No of  shares MSEK
Share capital
Series “A” 22,623,234 1,131.2 22,623,234 1,131.2
Series “B” 62,132,928 3,106.6 57,349,217 2,867.4
 84,756,162 4,237.8 79,972,451 3,998.6

For further information, see “The Share” on page 13.

The total dividend proposed, but not yet decided upon, amounts to  
MSEK 848.

16  Untaxed reserves parent company

 Total Change Total
  04-01-01 of  the year 04-12-31
Accumulated depreciation 
in excess of  plan 13 –4 9
Periodisation reserve 2,280 2 2,282
 2,293 –2 2,291

Untaxed reserves, incl. interest in deferred tax liability of MSEK 641, are 
stated in the parent company balance sheet.
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Changes in the pension liability
   2004 2003
Opening balance, capitalised plans   362 –
Effect of  change to RR 29 as of  1 January 2003  – 392
   362 392

Pension cost   34 39
Funds contributed by employer   –58 –37
Translation effects   –3 –32
Closing balance   335 362

Unfunded plans   32 22
Pension provisions, net   367 384

Main actuarial assumptions  2004 2003 2003 
(weighted averages)  31 Dec 31 Dec 1 Jan
Discounting interest rate, %  5.1 5.4 5.4
Expected return on investment assets, %  5.8 6.0 6.3
Pay increases in the future, %  3.7 3.6 3.3
Inflation in the future, %  2.7 2.6 2.3

18  Other provisions 

  Personnel and
 Forestry restructuring
 reserve costs Other Total
Group
Opening balance 142 27 64 233
Provisions during the year 85 28 24 137
Utilised during the year –82 –17 –5 –104
Closing balance 145 38 83 266

Short-term 85 32 1 118
Long-term 60 6 82 148
 145 38 83 266

Parent company
Opening balance 142 23 62 227
Provisions during the year 85 28 – 113
Utilised during the year –82 –15 –1 –98
Closing balance 145 36 61 242

Short-term 85 31 1 117 
Long-term 60 5 60 125
 145 36 61 242

The forestry reserve is a provision for future re-forestation measures after 
completion of final harvesting.

17   Pension provisions

Holmen has defined benefit occupational pension plans for its salaried 
employees in Sweden (ITP plan) and for most of the employees in England. 
These plans provide benefits that are based on the final salary and period 
of employment. The scheme in England has been closed for new entrants 
since the end of June 2004, since when new employees have been offered a 
defined contribution pension scheme.
 Most of the pension commitments on behalf of salaried employees in 
Sweden are secured by insurance policies with Alecta (traditional ITP). 
The premium for employees who have opted for the alternative ITP plan is 
cost-neutral in relation to the traditional ITP (paid up premium). As Alecta 
cannot provide sufficient information to permit the ITP plan to be stated 
in the accounts as defined benefit it is stated in accordance with URA 42 as 
defined benefit. The year’s premiums for pension insurances taken out with 
Alecta amounted to MSEK 46 (48), of which MSEK 39 (41) relates to old 
age and family pensions. They are included among personnel costs in the 
profit and loss account. Alecta’s surplus can be allocated to policyholders 
and/or the persons insured. At the end of 2004, Alecta’s surplus in the form 
of the collective surplus was 128 % (2003: 120).
 Occupational pensions for collective employees are defined contribution 
based.
 The commitments arising out of the pension schemes in England are 
placed in trusts. The commitments over and above the ITP plan for senior 
management personnel in Sweden are secured by pension fund. These com-
mitments are stated as defined benefit plans in accordance with RR 29.

Information is provided below on the plans that are stated as defined benefit.
  Group
Pension cost   2004 2003
Cost of  employees’ pensions, excluding
premiums paid by employees   28 26
Interest cost   75 70
Expected return on investment assets   –69 –57
Pension cost   34 39

The cost of employees’ pensions is stated as an operating cost. The net of 
interest costs and the expected income earned by the invested capital is sta-
ted as an interest cost under net financial items.
 To the extent that the total profit or loss on changes in actuarial as-
sumptions falls outside an interval corresponding to 10 % of the pension 
commitment or the actual value of the invested capital, whichever is the 
higher, the profit or loss will be taken into the result and periodised over the 
remaining average period of employment of the employees.
 The actual income earned on invested capital in 2004 amounted to 
MSEK 97.
 The tables below show the net value of the defined benefit pension com-
mitments. Most of these commitments relate to the pension scheme in Eng-
land.

   2004 2003
Defined benefit commitments   1,474 1,358
Real value of  investment assets   –1,138 –1,039
   336 319
    
Unstated actuarial profits and losses, net   31 65
Pension provisions, net   367 384

Investment assets do not include either any financial instruments issued by 
Group companies or any assets that are used by the Group.
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19  Financial liabilities

 Group Parent company
 2004 2003 2004 2003
Long-term liabilities
Debenture loan – 42 – 42
Other long-term 2,625 1,488 2,266 –
Group companies – – 1,762 1,948
 2,625 1,530 4,028 1,990

Current liabilities
Corporate paper programme 1,096 1,093 1,096 1,093
Liabilities to credit institutions 68 45 65 41
Convertible debenture loan – 358 – 358
Current portion of  long-term loans 1,168 534 42 500
Other current liabilities 14 15 9 9
Unrealised currency
difference and accrued interest 62 85 62 85
Group companies – – 736 677
 2,408 2,130 2,010 2,763
 5,033 3,660 6,038 4,753

Financial liabilities consist of loan liabilities, accrued interest costs and un-
realised capital/currency losses.
 The financial liabilities are in all essential interest bearing. The parent 
company’s liabilities to Group companies include a significant amount of 
interest-free liabilities to wholly-owned Swedish Group companies.

The maturity profile of the financial liabilities is shown in the table below.

 Financial liabilities* Unutilised
 Group Parent company credit facilities
2005 2,445 3,772 –
2006 1,056 1,005 100
2007 567 503  4,600
2008 37 – 100
2009– 1,295 731 400
Total 5,400 6,011 5,200

* Including interest-bearing provisions

The interest rate duration of the Group’s debt is normally short, but it can 
be extended to limit the effects of an increase in interest rates (see Financial 
risk management on page 34). Derivative instruments in the form of inte-
rest swaps and FRAs are used to adjust the interest rate duration without 
changing the underlying loans. When assessing the Group’s future borrow-
ing costs and exposure to changes in market interest rates it is therefore 
more relevant to study the interest rate duration of the total liabilities and 
the average interest rate for different tenors than to look at individual  
loans. 
 The fixed interest rate of the liabilities, currency mix and average inte-
rest rate of different tenors are shown in the table below.

Duration of  financial liabilities   
31 December 2004
 Total 0–1 yr 1–3 yrs 3–5 yrs >5 yrs Other
Liabilities
SEK –2,576 –1,188 –400 –650  –338
EUR –2,842 –1,942  –900  
GBP –2 328    –330
Other 20 20    
Total liabilities –5,400 –2,782 –400 –1 550 0 –668
Average rate of   
interest, % 4.0 3.2 5.9 3.8 0 6.5

The items in the column headed Other are mainly pension provisions in 
England and loans in SEK at interest rates that are related to inflation in the 
future. Other loan costs than the cost of interest are periodised across the term 
of the loan in question.

Book value and actual value of financial assets and liabilities
The table below shows book value and actual value by type of financial 
instrument, excluding those stated as operating liabilities, operating receiv-
ables and shares and participations. Actual value is based on the market 
prices of currency forwards and interest rate swaps. The actual value of 
receivables and liabilities is calculated as the discounted current value of 
future payments.
 The difference between actual and book values is an effect of the liabili-
ties and assets not being valued at market value in the balance sheet but at 
their acquisition value. 

 Group Parent company
 Book Actual Book Actual
31 December 2004 value value value value
Assets
Financial receivables 58 59 21 21
Short-term placements,
Cash and bank 367 367 223 223
Other receivables 19 19 19 19
Unrealised profit on interest derivatives 7 20 7 20
Unrealised profit on currency derivatives 8 8 8 8
Claims on Group companies – – 1,786 1,786
 459 473 2,064 2,077
Liabilities
Long-term liabilities 2,625 2,720 2,266 2,266
Pensions 367 336 19 19
Long-term liabilities to  
Group companies – – 1,762 1,762
Current liabilities 2,361 2,374 1,227 1,229
Unrealised loss on interest derivatives 37 97 37 97
Unrealised loss on currency derivatives 10 12 10 12
Liabilities to Group companies – – 736 736
 5,400 5,539 6,057 6,121
Net financial debt 4,941 5,066 3,993 4,044

Financial derivatives  
not included in net debt
Hedges of  transaction exposure 43 145 43 145
Financial electricity hedges – –37 – –
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20  Operating liabilities

 Group Parent company
 2004 2003 2004 2003
Advance payments from customers – 1 – –
Liabilities to suppliers 1,504 1,217 1,170 880
Bills payable 6 2 – –
Liabilities to Group companies – – 99 152
Liabilities to associate companies 23 19 – –
Accrued costs and  
deferred income 593 590 445 482
Other current liabilities 211 216 169 150
 2,337 2,045 1,883 1,664

Operating liabilities relate entirely to items falling due for payment no later 
than one year after the closing date.
 Accrued costs and deferred income consist largely of personnel costs, 
discounts and complaints.

21  Pledged assets

 Pledged liability item Total pledged Total pledged
 Property Other assets assets
 mortgages assets 2004 2003
Group
Own liabilities
Financial liabilities 10 1,608 1,618 1,599
Other commitments – 43 43 43
 10 1,651 1,661 1,642

Parent company    
Own liabilities
Financial liabilities 10 – 10 10
Other commitments – 2 2 2
 10 2 12 12 

The value of the collateral provided by the Group is well in excess of the 
value of the liabilities it is intended to cover. The liabilities for which the 
collateral has been provided amount to MSEK 1,133.

22  Contingent liabilities

 Group Parent company
 2004 2003 2004 2003
Guarantees on behalf
of  Group companies – – 2,113 1,210
Other guarantees
and contingent liabilities 1,258 1,674 375 993
 1,258 1,674 2,488 2,203

The parent company has undertaken to accept liability for certain payment 
obligations that may become imposed on Group companies.
 The Group’s other contingent liabilities relate mainly to the ongoing tax 
cases that are described in Note 7.
 The Swedish environmental authorities may, on the basis of the provi-
sions of the Environmental Code, raise the issue of soil tests and site resto-
ration at discontinued units. The responsibility for restoring the ground is 
determined from case to case, often with the aid of a reasonability assess-
ment. Holmen may therefore have environment-related contingent liabili-
ties that cannot at present be quantified, but that could in the future involve 
costs or investments. 
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23  Personnel, wages and salaries

 2004 2003
 Average Of  Average Of
  number of     whom  number of    whom
 employees men employees men  
Parent company    
Sweden 3,763 3,114 3,823 3,165

Group companies
Sweden 48 43 49 44
Australia 3 1 3 1
Belgium 4 2 4 2
Denmark 3 1 3 1
Estonia 22 18 20 16
France 29 21 29 21
Germany 18 11 19 12
Hong Kong 4 3 4 3
Ireland 1 1 1 1
Italy 4 1 3 –
the Netherlands 130 82 135 84
Poland 4 1 4 1
Portugal 2 1 2 1
Singapore 6 3 6 3
Spain 293 247 259 215
Switzerland 10 7 8 5
the UK 539 480 542 486
USA 14 8 13 7
Total Group companies 1,134 931 1,104 903
Total Group 4,897 4,045 4,927 4,068

Information provided in compliance with the Business Stock Exchange 
Committee’s recommendation concerning the conditions of employment of 
senior executives:

Chairman of the Board
Fee in 2004: SEK 400,000.

Principles for compensation of senior executives
All senior management have contracts stipulating a fixed annual salary. 
There are not variable salary components or compensation in the form 
of options or the like. Other benefits consist mainly of car benefits and in 
some cases accommodation, and represent a limited part of the remunera-
tion.

President and CEO (CEO)
A new CEO was appointed during the year.

Salaries and other perquisites in 2004
Present CEO: SEK 3,985,887 (April–December).
Former CEO: SEK 2,297,771.

Pension. A pension agreement provides for retirement on pension at 65, 
but with either party being entitled to call for retirement from the age of  
60. The pension is benefit determined and is paied until the age of 65 to  
60 % of the pension-earning salary and then to the corresponding ITP plan 
supplemented with an old age pension of 32.5 % and a family pension of 
16.25 % of the part of the salary that lies between 20 and 50 base amounts. 
By pension-earning salary is meant an average of the total annual salaries 
for the previous 3 years. The pension rights are transferable as they are not 
conditional on future employment. 

 In 2004, the total pension cost (ITP cost plus the cost of benefits over 
and above ITP) on behalf of the current and former CEO amounted to  
SEK 412,000 and SEK 592,000 respectively.

Notice and severance pay. The company is required to give 12 months 
notice and the CEO 6. In the event of the company giving notice severance 
pay of 2 years’ salary can be paid. The company is entitled to make a de-
duction for remuneration from other sources.

Decision procedure. The Board has elected from among its members a 
remuneration committee to consider matters relating to the CEO’s salary 
and other terms of employment, and to submit proposals to the Board for 
decision. This committee has also adopted a salary policy for other senior 
management.

Other senior management personnel
The senior management consists, apart from the CEO, of the 10 individuals 
who report direct to him: 5 business area managers and the heads of the 5 
Group staffs.

Salaries and other remuneration of the senior management (excluding the 
CEO) amounted to SEK 15,713,361 in 2004.

Pension. Pension agreements provide for retirement on pension at 65,  
but with either party being entitled to call for retirement from the age of 60. 
The pension is benefit determined and is paid between 60 and 65 years of 
age. This pension amounts to the equivalent of 65 % of the pension-earn- 
ing salary up to 30 base amounts and to 32.5 % of the part between 30 and 
50 base amounts. Normal pension from the age of 65 follows the ITP plan 
supplemented with a supplementary old age pension of 32.5 % and a fami-
ly pension of 16.25 % of the part of the salary that lies between 20 and 50 
base amounts. By pension-earning salary is meant an average of the total 
annual salaries for the previous three years. The pension rights are transfe-
rable as they are not conditional on future employment. 
 In 2004, the total pension cost (ITP cost plus cost of benefits over  
and above ITP) on behalf of the group of employees amounted to  
SEK 6,623,000.

Notice and severance pay. The company is required to give 12 months 
notice and the employee 6. In the event of the company giving notice se-
verance pay of between one and two-and-a-half years’ salary can be paid, 
depending on age. 

Auditors’ fees
The audit firm KPMG Bohlins was elected by the 2004 AGM as auditor for 
a period of 4 years. KPMG audits the books for Holmen and almost all of 
its subsidiaries. KPMG has been Holmen’s auditor since 1995. 
 The fees for the audit of the Group’s accounts amounted to MSEK 6.2 
(5.7) and for the parent company’s to MSEK 3.8 (3.4).
 In addition to the auditing, Holmen consulted KPMG on matters per-
taining to taxation and accounting, investigations in connection with major 
projects. The Group paid fees of MSEK 8.8 (6.9) for these consultations, 
and the parent company MSEK 3.5 (2.3).
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Wages, salaries, other remunerations and social security charges
 2004 2003
 Wages, Of  which CEO, Social Of  which Wages, Of  which CEO, Social Of  which 
 salaries and president   security pension- salaries and  president  security pension-
 remunerations and Board costs costs remunerations and Board costs costs

Parent company
Sweden 1,323 15 1) 589 161 2) 1,295 14 1) 581 176 2)

Group companies
Sweden 17 1 7 1 17 1 7 1
Other Nordic countries 2 1 0 0 2 1 0 0
France 12 1 5 0 11 1 5 0
The Netherlands 48 5 11 4 48 4 13 6
Spain 85 1 20 0 81 3 19 2
Great Britain 200 4 48 30 186 5 45 29
Germany 12 1 2 1 12 1 3 0
Eastern Europe 4 1 1 0 3 1 1 0
Rest of  Europe 14 4 4 2 13 3 4 2
Other countries 15 3 1 0 17 2 2 0
Total Group companies 409 22 99 38 390 22 4) 99 40
Total Group 1,732 37 688 199 3) 1,685 36 680 216  3)

1)   Of this amount, MSEK 7.8 (7.1) relate to the category CEO and Board of parent company, and MSEK 7.4 (6.8) relate to the category president  
of commission companies. 

2)  Of the pension costs, MSEK 2.4 (4.9) relate to the category present and former CEO and Executive VP of parent company, and MSEK 3.4 (2.1) to the  
category president of commission companies. Outstanding net pension commitments, stated according to FAR’s recommendation 4 Accounting for  
pension liability and pension cost, stated under Pension provisions, amount in total to MSEK 0 (0) for these categories.

3)  Of the Group’s pension costs, MSEK 10.4 (10.8) relate to the category present and former CEO and Executive VP of parent company, president of  
commission companies  and non-Swedish Group companies. Pension commitments for these categories, according to RR 29 Employee benefits,  
amount to MSEK 71.5. The commitments are mainly covered of investment assets in an independent pension fund.

4) Bonuses totalling MSEK 0.3 (0.2) were paid to presidents of foreign Group companies.

Female representation, % Group Parent company
 2004-12-31 2003-12-31 2004-12-31 2003-12-31
Board (excl. deupty members) 9 0 9 0
Senior company officers  
(incl. foreign companies) 6 6 0 0

Sick leave in Sweden, % Group Parent company
 2004 2003 2004 2003
Total sick leave 5.7 6.5 5.8 6.5
Long-term sick leave 3.6 4.2 3.6 4.2
Sick leave, men 5.4 6.0 5.4 6.0
Sick leave, women 7.2 8.7 7.3 8.7
Employees below 29 years of  age 2.5 2.8 2.6 2.9
Employees between 30 and 49 years of  age 4.9 5.4 4.9 5.4
Employees of  50 years of  age and above 7.6 9.0 7.7 8.9
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Shareholdings
Parent company and Group holdings of shares and participations in Group companies  

       2004   2003
     No. of  Participation1) Book value Participation1) Book value
   Reg. no. Registered office participations % SEK 1,000 % SEK 1,000

Holmen Paper AB 556005-6383 Norrköping 100 100 100 100 100
Iggesund Paperboard AB 556088-5294 Hudiksvall 1,000 100 100 100 100
Iggesund Timber AB 556099-0672 Hudiksvall 1,000 100 100 100 100
Holmen Skog AB 556220-0658 Örnsköldsvik 1,000 100 83 100 83
Holmen Kraft AB 556524-8456 Örnsköldsvik 1,000 100 100 100 100
AB Ankarsrums Skogar 556002-5495 Örnsköldsvik 1,000 100 41,609 100 41,609
Domsjö Klor AB 556227-5361 Örnsköldsvik 1,000 100 1 079 100 1,079
Fiskeby AB 556000-9218 Norrköping 2,000,000 100 646,160 100 646,160
Haradsskogarna AB 556000-6909 Örnsköldsvik 100,640 100 129,450 100 129,450
Harrsele Linjeaktiebolag 556003-6344 Örnsköldsvik 48,000 100 16,985 100 16,985
Holmens Bruk AB 556002-0264 Norrköping 49,514,201 100 4,060,921 100 4,060,921
Holmen Försäkring AB 516406-0062 Stockholm 10,000 100 45,001 100 45,001
Husum Copy AB 556114-7058 Örnsköldsvik 100 100 100 100 100
AB Iggesunds Bruk 556000-8053 Hudiksvall 6,002,500 100 3,932,558 100 3,932,558
Iggesund Kraft AB2) 556422-0902 Örnsköldsvik 58,000 50 5,800 50  5,800
Junkaravan AB 566227-3630 Örnsköldsvik 1,537,398 100 248,497 100 248,497
Lägernskog AB 556003-2806 Örnsköldsvik 1,480 100 1,385 100 1,385
MoDo Holding AB 556537-6281 Örnsköldsvik 100 100 462,372 100 393,655
MoDo-Iggesund CTMP AB 556245-2556 Örnsköldsvik 400,000 100 40,000 100 40,000
MoDo Forest Management AB 556031-9047 Stockholm 100 100 16,200 100 16,200
Skärnäs Terminal AB 556008-3171 Hudiksvall 4,800 100 1,913 100 1 913
Ströms Trävaru AB 556000-7857 Örnsköldsvik 400 100 166,200 100  166,200
AB Överums Skogar 556156-0557 Norrköping 1,000 100 53,005 100 53,005
Other  Swedish Group companies     191,187  191,187

       10,060,905  9,992,188

Holmen France Holding SAS, France Paris 40,000 100 5,192 100 5,192
Holmen Reinsurance SA, Luxemburg Luxemburg 12,000 100 12,000 100 12,000
Holmen UK Ltd, Great Britain  Workington 1,197,100 100 1,518,959 100 1,518,959
   Iggesund Paperboard (Workington) Ltd Workington – 100 – 100 –
Holmen Suecia Holding Sl, Spain  Madrid 9,448,557 100 938,862 100 938,862
   Holmen Paper Madrid Sl  Madrid – 100 – 100 –
   Iggesund Paperboard Asia Pte Ltd, Singapore Singapore 800,000 100 4,273 100 4,273
Other foreign Group companies     22,775  40,276

       2,502,061  2,519,562

       12,562,966  12,511,750

1)  Percentage of shares and percentage of votes are the same except where otherwise stated.

2)  On 31 December 2002 Holmen altered its assessment regarding the degree of control in Iggesund Kraft and therefore consolidated the company instead 
of reporting it in accordance with the equity method, as previously. Holmen has entered into an option agreement that gives it the right, but not the obli-
gation, to buy back power assets in 2010 at a price that gives the financiers of the company an agreed return. This purchase price was estimated as some 
MSEK 483 or some MSEK 494 by the end of 2004, depending upon how the adjustment for deflation is calculated.
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Parent company and Group holdings of shares and participations in associated companies

      2004 2003
      Value of     Value of  
     Book value partipation  Book value partipation
   No. of  Partici- at parent  in consolida- Partici- at parent  in consolida-
  Registered partici- pations1) company ted accounts pations1) company ted accounts-
 Reg. no. office pations %  SEK 1,000  SEK 1,000 % SEK 1,000  SEK 1,000

Harrsele AB 556036-9398 Sundsvall 9,886 49.43 – 1,487,974 49.43 – 1,489,491
Industriskog AB 556193-9470 Falun 25,000 33.3 128 128 33.3 128 128
Cartón y Papel Reciclado
SA (Carpa), Spain  Madrid 1,100,098 50.0 – 91 054 50.0 – 90,528
Ets Emilie Llau SA, France  Lorp-Sentaraille 7,381 38.0 – 28,395 38.0 – 27,594
Les Bois de la Baltique SA, France2) Rouen – – – – 33.3 7,591 20,185
Peninsular Cogeneracion
SA, Spain  Madrid 4,500 50.0 – 55,530 50.0 – 47,543
Miscellaneous shares
   Parent company     4,702 4,702  4,702 4,702

     4,830 1,667,783  12,421 1,680,171

1) Percentage of shares and percentage of votes are the same except where otherwise stated

2) Divested in 2004

The capital interest reserve amounts to MSEK 15 (see Accounting principles p. 46).

Parent company and Group holdings of shares and participations in other companies

      2004 2003
    No. of  Partici-   Partici-
   Registered partici- pation1) Book value  pation1) Book value
  Reg. no. office pation % SEK 1,000  % SEK 1,000

Parent company
Miscellaneous shares    382   382

      382   382

      
Group      
Brännälvens  
Kraft AB 556017-6678 Arbrå 5,556 13.9 36,400  13.9 36,400
Papeles Allende SA,
Spain  Barcelona 265,453 15.0 48,682  15.0 49,115
Miscellaneous shares    699   408

      85,781   85,923

      86,163   86,305

1) Percentage of shares and percentage of votes are the same except where otherwise stated
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Proposed treatment  
of unappropriated earnings
The following unappropriated earnings 
of the parent company are at the disposal of the Annual General Meeting: SEK
Net profit for the 2004 financial year 1,010,323,000
Retained earnings brought forward 4,171,183,446
  5,181,506,446

The Board of directors and the CEO propose that  
to shareholders be paid ordinary dividend of SEK 10 per share (84,756,162 shares) 847,561,620
and that the remaining amount be carried forward 4,333,944,826
  5,181,506,446

It is proposed that no transfer be made from the consolidated non-restricted equity of MSEK 5,150 to 
consolidated restricted equity.  

 
 Stockholm, 2 February 2005

 Fredrik Lundberg Kenneth Johansson Göran Lundin

 Chairman

 Steewe Björklundh Carl Kempe Arne Mårtensson

 Lilian Fossum Hans Larsson Bengt Pettersson

 Torgny Hammar Ulf Lundahl Magnus Hall

   President and CEO

 Our audit report was submitted on 21 February 2005.

 KPMG Bohlins AB

 Thomas Thiel

 Authorised public accountant
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Audit report
To the general meeting of the shareholders of Holmen Aktiebolag

Company registration number 556001-3301

We have audited the annual accounts, the consolidated accounts on pages 28–65, the accounting 
records and the administration of the Board of directors and the CEO of Holmen Aktiebolag for the 
year 2004. These accounts and the administration of the company and the application of the Annual 
Accounts Act when preparing the annual accounts and the consolidated accounts are the responsibi-
lity of the Board of directors and the CEO. Our responsibility is to express an opinion on the annual 
accounts, the consolidated accounts and the administration based on our audit.

We conducted our audit in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards in Sweden. 
Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance that the 
annual accounts and the consolidated accounts are free of material misstatement. An audit includes 
examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in the accounts. An audit 
also includes assessing the accounting principles used and their application by the Board of directors 
and the CEO and significant estimates made by the Board of directors and the CEO when preparing 
the annual accounts and the consolidated accounts as well as evaluating the overall presentation of 
information in the annual accounts and the consolidated accounts. As a basis for our opinion concer-
ning discharge from liability, we examined significant decisions, actions taken and circumstances of 
the company in order to be able to determine the liability, if any, to the company of any Board mem-
ber or the CEO. We also examined whether any Board member or the CEO has, in any other way, 
acted in contravention of the Companies Act, the Annual Accounts Act or the Articles of Association. 
We believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis for our opinion set out below.

The annual accounts and the consolidated accounts have been prepared in accordance with the 
Annual Accounts Act and, thereby, give a true and fair view of the company’s and the Group’s finan-
cial position and results of operations in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles in 
Sweden. The statutory administration report is consistent with the other parts of the annual accounts 
and the consolidated accounts.

We recommend to the general meeting of shareholders that the income statements and balance 
sheets of the parent company and the Group be adopted, that the profit of the parent company be 
dealt with in accordance with the proposal in the administration report and that the members of the 
Board of directors and the CEO be discharged from liability for the financial year.

 

Stockholm, 21 February 2005

KPMG Bohlins AB

Thomas Thiel

Authorised Public Accountant
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Lilian 
Fossum

Magnus 
Hall

Board of directors

Fredrik Lundberg
Chairman. Djursholm. Born 1951. Member 
since 1988. D.Econ h.c. President and 
CEO of  L E Lundbergföretagen AB. Other 
significant appointments: Chairman of  the 
Board: Cardo AB and Hufvudstaden AB; 
Board member: L E Lundbergföretagen AB, 
Svenska Handelsbanken AB, NCC AB and 
AB Industrivärden.
Shareholding in Holmen: 734,724 shares.

Carl Kempe
Deputy Chairman. Örnsköldsvik. Born 1939. 
DDr. h.c. Member since 1983. Other signifi-
cant appointments: Chairman of  the Board: 
Kempe Foundations, MoRe Research AB 
and SweTreeTechnologies AB.
Shareholding in Holmen: 300,000 shares.

Steewe Björklundh
Hudiksvall. Born 1958. Member since 1998. 
Representative of  the employees, LO. Chair-
man of  the Forest and Wood Union-branch 
4, Gävleborg and of  the Forest and Wood 
Union of  the Iggesund Sawmill. Deputy 
Chairman: Hudiksvalls Sparbank.
Shareholding in Holmen: 0.

Lilian Fossum
Lidingö. Born 1962. Member since 2004. 
Senior VP Human Resources, AB Electro-
lux. Other significant appointments: Board 
member: Åhléns AB.  
Shareholding in Holmen: 500 shares.

Magnus Hall
Stockholm. Born 1959. Member since 
2004. President and CEO. Other significant 
appointments: Chairman of  Cepiprint, 
Association of  European Publication Paper 
Producers, and Norrköping Port and  
Stevedoring.
Shareholding in Holmen: 2,770 shares, 
10,000 call options.

Torgny Hammar
Hallstavik. Born 1943. Member since 2003. 
Representative of  the employees, PTK. 
Chairman of  Leaders, Hallstavik.
Shareholding in Holmen: 1,598 shares.

Kenneth Johansson
Söderköping. Born 1958. Member since 
2004. Representative of  the employees, 
LO. Section Chairman of  Paper-branch 53, 
Holmen Paper Braviken.
Shareholding in Holmen: 0.

Hans Larsson
Stockholm. Born 1942. Member since 1990. 
Other significant appointments: Chairman 
of  the Board: Nobia AB, Sydsvenska Kemi 
AB, Carema AB and Biolight International 
AB; Deputy Chairman: Svenska Handels-
banken AB; Board member: Pergo AB.
Shareholding in Holmen: 1,000 shares.

Ulf Lundahl
Lidingö. Born 1952. Member since 2004. 
Executive VP and Deputy President of  L E 
Lundbergföretagen AB. Other significant 
appointments: Board member: i3 Micro-
technology, IDI AB, Ramirent OYJ, Stadium 
AB and St Erik’s Eye Hospital Ltd.  
Shareholding in Holmen: 4,000 shares.

Göran Lundin
Stockholm. Born 1940. Member since 2001. 
Other significant appointments: Chairman 
of  the Board: Norrköpings Tidningar AB; 
Board member: Lorentzen & Wettre AB and 
Fastighets AB L E Lundberg.
Shareholding in Holmen: 1,000 shares, 
10,000 call options.

Carl 
Kempe

Torgny 
Hammar

Fredrik 
Lundberg

Steewe 
Björklundh

Kenneth 
Johansson
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Arne Mårtensson
Djursholm. Born 1951. Member since 
1991. D.Econ. h.c. Chairman of  the Board 
of  Svenska Handelsbanken AB. Other sig-
nificant appointments: Deputy Chairman: 
Telefonaktiebolaget LM Ericsson; Board 
member: AB Industrivärden, Sandvik AB, 
Skanska AB, V & S Vin & Sprit AB, Svenska 
ICC, International Business Council of  the 
World Economic Forum and Chairman of  
the Advisory Board of  Stockholm School of  
Economics.
Shareholding in Holmen: 460 shares.

Bengt Pettersson
Stockholm. Born 1938. Member since 1994. 
Other significant appointments: Chairman 
of  the Board: BabyBjörn AB; Board mem-
ber: Cardo AB, Econova AB and L E Lund-
bergföretagen AB.
Shareholding in Holmen: 4,000 shares.

Deputy members

Christer Alenius
Vännäs. Born 1945. Deputy member since 
2003. Representative of  the employees, 
PTK. Chairman of  Leaders Holmen Skog. 
Member of  the central Board of  Leaders.
Shareholding in Holmen: 1,000 shares.

Stig Jacobsson
Iggesund. Born 1948. Deputy member 
since 2004. Representative of  the employ-
ees, LO. Chairman of  Paper-branch 15 
Iggesund. 
Shareholding in Holmen: 0.

Karin Norin
Forsa. Born 1950. Deputy member since 
1999. Representative of  the employees, 
PTK. Chairman of  SIF’s club Holmen-Igge-
sund and SIF’s industrial delegation for the 
forest industry.
Shareholding in Holmen: 0.

Arne 
Mårtensson

Göran 
Lundin

Stig 
Jacobsson

Karin 
Norin

Hans 
Larsson

Ulf 
Lundahl

Christer 
Alenius

Bengt 
Pettersson

Auditors

KPMG Bohlins AB. 
Principal auditor:
Thomas Thiel
Authorised public accountant.

Call options are issued by L E Lundbergföretagen AB. See page 12.
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Senior management

President and CEO

Magnus Hall
As of  1 April 2004.
Born 1959. Joined Holmen 1985.
Shareholding in Holmen: 2,770 shares, 
10,000 call options.
 

Göran Lundin
Up to 31 March 2004.

Anders 
Almgren

Thommy  
Haglund

Group staffs

Anders Almgren 
Executive Vice President.
CFO, Group Finance.
Born 1965. Joined Holmen 1990.
Shareholding in Holmen: 1,593 shares, 
10,000 call options.

Johan Flodström
Head of  Group Legal Affairs.
Company secretary.
Born 1945. Joined Holmen 1976.
Shareholding in Holmen: 2,093 shares, 
10,000 call options.

Magnus 
Hall 

Christer 
Lewell

Johan 
Flodström

Thommy Haglund 
Head of  Group Human Resources.
Born 1950. Joined Holmen 2001.
Shareholding in Holmen: 7,000 call options.

Christer Lewell
Head of  Group Public Relations.
Born 1948. Joined Holmen 1987.
Shareholding in Holmen: 10,000 call options.

Sven Wird
Head of  Group Technology.
Born 1951. Joined Holmen 1995.
Shareholding in Holmen: 50 shares, 10,000 
call options.
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Åke 
Eklöf

Björn 
Andrén

Björn 
Kvick

Håkan  
Lindh

Business areas

Björn Andrén
Head of  Holmen Skog.
Born 1946. Joined Holmen 1971.
Shareholding in Holmen: 10,000 call options.

Åke Eklöf
Head of  Holmen Kraft.
Born 1945. Joined Holmen 1974.
Shareholding in Holmen: 1,200 shares, 
10,000 call options.

Arne 
Wallin

Sven 
Wird

Björn Kvick
Head of  Iggesund Paperboard.
Born 1950. Joined Holmen 1983.
Shareholding in Holmen: 10,000 call options.

Håkan Lindh
Head of  Iggesund Timber.
Born 1964. Joined Holmen 1994.
Shareholding in Holmen: 0.

Arne Wallin 
Head of  Holmen Paper as of  1 April 2004.
Born 1954. Joined Holmen 1988.
Shareholding in Holmen: 5,000 call options.

Magnus Hall 
Head of  Holmen Paper up to 31 March 2004.

Call options are issued by L E Lundbergföretagen AB. See page 12.
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The Annual General Meeting 2005 of Holmen AB will be 
held at “Vinterträdgården”, Grand Hôtel (entrance from 
Stallgatan), Stockholm, at 4 p.m. on Tuesday 5 April.

Participation in Annual General Meeting
Shareholders who wish to participate in the Annual Gene-
ral Meeting shall be entered in the register of shareholders 
maintained by VPC AB by no later than Thursday  
24 March 2005, and shall notify the company by no later 
than 5 p.m. on Wednesday 30 March 2005 at: 

Holmen AB
Group Legal Affairs
P.O. Box 5407
SE-114 84 Stockholm
Sweden

Annual General Meeting 
Notification may also be made by telephone: 
+46 8 666 21 11, by fax +46 660 759 78 or via the 
company’s website www.holmen.com 
 Shareholders whose shares are registered in a nominee 
name should temporarily re-register their shares in their 
own name with VPC by no later than Thursday 24 March 
2005 to be entitled to participate in the Annual General 
Meeting.

Dividend
The Board has proposed that a dividend of SEK 10 per 
share be paid to the shareholders. The Board has proposed 
Friday 8 April 2005 as the date of record for entitlement to 
the dividend.
 Provided the Annual General Meeting resolves in favour 
of the proposal, the dividend is expected to be distributed 
by VPC on Wednesday 13 April 2005.
 Shareholders are requested to inform their account ope-
rator of any change of name and/or address.

At the 2004 AGM the Holmen Board had four new members. From left: Magnus Hall, Lilian Fossum, Ulf  Lundahl and Stig Jacobsson (deputy 
member).
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Annual General Meeting 

Holmen Business Report is published four times in 2005.

Financial information in 2005
Holmen publishes the following financial reports in 2005:

2 February Year-end report for 2004
Middle of March Annual report for 2004
28 April Interim report January–March
17 August Interim report January–June
27 October Interim report January–September.

The annual report is sent by VPC AB to shareholders who 
have indicated their wish to receive it.
 The year-end and interim reports are included in  
Holmen Business Report magazine which is published in 
English and Swedish four times during 2005. The magazine 
is sent to all shareholders who are registered with VPC.

“Holmen and its World 2004”
The report “Holmen and its World 2004” will be publis-
hed at the beginning of April and provides an account of 
Holmen’s holistic approach to personnel, environment and 
finances. The audiences are customers and employees. This 
report replaces the printed environmental report that the 
Group has published annually since 1993. The complete 
environmental report for 2004 is available at  
www.holmen.com 

The financial information and “Holmen and its World 
2004” (also in Spanish) are available in English and Swe-
dish at www.holmen.com and may by ordered from:

Holmen AB
Group Public Relations
P.O. Box 5407
SE-114 84 Stockholm 
Sweden
Tel+46 8 666 21 00
Fax +46 8 666 21 30
E-mail: info@holmen.com
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Addresses
Holmen AB 
Head office
(Strandvägen 1)
P.O. Box 5407
SE-114 84  STOCKHOLM
SWEDEN
Tel +46 8 666 21 00
Fax +46 8 666 21 30
E-mail info@holmen.com
www.holmen.com

Holmen Paper AB
(Vattengränden 2)
SE-601 88  NORRKÖPING
SWEDEN
Tel  +46 11 23 50 00
Fax +46 11 23 63 04
E-mail info@holmenpaper.com
www.holmenpaper.com

Holmen Paper Hallsta 
SE-763 81  HALLSTAVIK
SWEDEN
Tel +46 175 260 00
Fax +46 175 264 01
E-mail info@holmenpaper.com

Holmen Paper Braviken
SE-601 88  NORRKÖPING
SWEDEN
Tel +46 11 23 50 00
Fax +46 11 23 66 30
E-mail info@holmenpaper.com

Holmen Paper Wargön
SE-468 81  VARGÖN
SWEDEN
Tel +46 521 27 75 00
Fax +46 521 27 75 80 
E-mail info@holmenpaper.com

Holmen Paper Madrid
Parque Industrial La Cantueña
C/del Papel 1
ES-28947 FUENLABRADA  
(Madrid)
SPAIN
Tel  +34 91 642 0603
Fax  +34 91 642 2470
E-mail info@holmenpaper.com

This annual report is produced by Holmen. Art Direction: AD. Reklambyrå, Gustavsberg. Graphic production: Gylling Produktion, Gustavsberg. 
Photo: Rolf  Andersson, Bildbolaget, Västervik, and Rolf  Adlercreutz, Stockholm (pp. 3 and 66–69), and others. Print: db grafiska, Örebro, 2005.
Translation: Beck Translations, Stockholm.

Iggesund Paperboard AB 
SE-825 80  IGGESUND
SWEDEN
Tel +46 650 280 00
Fax +46 650 288 00
E-mail info@iggesundpaperboard.com
www.iggesundpaperboard.com

Iggesunds Bruk (Mill)
SE-825 80  IGGESUND
SWEDEN
Tel +46 650 280 00
Fax +46 650 285 32
E-mail info.ib@iggesundpaperboard.com

Ströms Bruk (Mill)
P.O. Box 67
SE-820 72  STRÖMSBRUK
SWEDEN
Tel +46 650 289 00
Fax +46 650 289 30
E-mail info.sb@iggesundpaperboard.com
 
Workington Mill
WORKINGTON Cumbria
CA14 1JX
GREAT BRITAIN
Tel +44 1900 601000
Fax +44 1900 605000
E-mail info.wo@iggesundpaperboard.com

Iggesund Timber AB
P.O. Box 45
SE-825 21  IGGESUND
Tel +46 650 280 00
Fax +46 650 280 57
E-mail info@iggesundtimber.com
www.iggesundtimber.com

Iggesund Sawmill
P.O. Box 45
SE-825 21  IGGESUND
SWEDEN
Tel +46 650 280 00
Fax  +46 650 284 48
E-mail info@iggesundtimber.com

Holmen Skog AB
(Hörneborgsvägen 6)
SE-891 80  ÖRNSKÖLDSVIK
SWEDEN
Tel +46 660 754 00
Fax +46 660 759 85
E-mail info@holmenskog.com
www.holmenskog.com

Holmen Kraft AB 
(Hörneborgsvägen 14)
SE-891 80  ÖRNSKÖLDSVIK
SWEDEN
Tel +46 660 754 00
Fax +46 660 755 10
E-mail info@holmenkraft.com
www.holmenkraft.com

The complete list of  addresses may be obtained from Holmen’s website, www.holmen.com
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Two reports for 2004

Holmen’s shareholders are the main audience for Holmen Annual Report 

2004, which is available in both Swedish and English. 

 This year, alongside its annual report, Holmen will publish another print-

ed report. Entitled “Holmen and its World 2004”, this report, which will be 

published at the beginning of  April 2005, provides an account of  Holmen’s 

holistic approach to personnel, environment and finances. The main 

audiences are customers and employees.

The cover is printed on Invercote® Creato 280 gsm, which has been foiled, 

embossed, and matt and UV-coated.

Cover design: Johan Resele, Stockholm

Cover print: Strand Grafiska, Malmö.
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